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Abstract: At the Hanover Fair in April 2018, the Bioconcept-Car was presented as a model for the
future of sustainable mobility. Likewise, a car made of cellulose nanofiber was presented at the Tokyo
Motor Show in 2019. Various additional automotive applications for bio-based materials have been
developed, some of which are already in use in cars. However, supportive measures for stimulating
their market acceptance are needed. Based on a mix of research methods, this article describes how
ecolabels, sustainability standards, and regulations might support the market uptake of bio-based car
components. In addition, comparison with three other types of bio-based products are provided. The
article ends with suggestions for future market development activities.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Rationale for this Article
At the Hanover Fair in April 2018, the Bioconcept-Car was presented as a model of the future
of sustainable mobility. The Bioconcept-Car is a race car, in which various traditional components
are replaced with ones made of bio composite materials and which has been successfully tested in
races. Converted for racing and powered by a low-emission rapeseed biodiesel, this Volkswagen
(VW) combines innovative approaches to lightweight construction in the mobility sector based on
resource-saving materials, such as natural fiber reinforced composites, bio-based resins, and bio-based
plastics (see [1]). Likewise, a car made of cellulose nanofiber (CNF) was presented at Tokyo Motor
Show in 2019, which was created at the Kyoto university. Currently, a number of automakers are
investigating CNFs feasibility for mass production [2]. Various additional automotive applications
for bio-based materials have been identified, some of which are already in use in cars. However,
supportive measures are needed to stimulate the development of the market for these components.
This article analyzes possible instruments to support their market uptakes.
1.2. Novelty of this Research
By building consumers’ awareness on environmental issues and by influencing consumers’
behavior, ecolabels can be used to stimulate market development. This is particularly the case of
ISO 14024 Type I environmental label (e.g., the EU Ecolabel), which provides consumers with third
party verified information on environmental related attributes of the products, which cannot be easily
evaluated by the consumers.
By providing access to this information, ecolabels aim at supporting consumers in taking
well-informed purchasing decisions thus increasing the market of more environmentally responsible
products. There is no research on ecolabels regarding cars and car components yet. The authors of [3]
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in reference to other sectors show this gap specifically. With a specific focus on Europe, this article
describes how ecolabels, sustainability standards, and regulation might support the market uptake
of bio-based car components. Emphasis is put on bio-based solutions for the interior of cars, doors,
and similar components. In addition, comparisons with three other sectors of bio-based products,
insulation material, food packages, and mulch film are provided. In this context, we will also show that
the need for bio-based products regarding the introduction of new ecolabels is different. With regards
to insulation materials, for example, the interviewees referred to established labels and suggested
extensions and updates instead of the introduction of new labels.
The research was conducted within the European project STAR-ProBio (see in particular [4,5]
with regards to research on ecolabels, standards, and regulations). The content was updated and
supplemented by additional findings of the German project ConCirMy (Configurator for the Circular
Economy), funded by the German Ministry of Education and Research.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Core Research Elements
2.1.1. Bio-based Automotive Applications
In 2010, an average car consisted of approximately 150 kg of plastic and plastic composites and
approximately 1160 kg of iron and steel. Plastics are used, for example, for the interior, seating,
bumpers, exterior, electrical components, etc. Moreover, natural and synthetic rubber is used in car
tires (see [6]). A number of automotive applications for bio-based materials have been identified,
partly already in use. According to [7], the term bio-based product refers to products wholly or partly
derived from biomass. Examples for bio-based automotive applications include bio resins, fiber-based
solutions for the interior parts, composite materials, and organic sheets (see, e.g., [6]). Bio-based
polyurethanes have started to replace fossil-based foams while bio-based polyamides also have the
potential to replace petrochemical alternatives (see, e.g., [6], p. 30 and related sources).
This article discusses three automotive applications in particular: (a) Side doors with interior
cladding of composite materials using natural fibers such as flax, hemp, linen, and a bio-based resin;
(b) mirror covers and turn signal covers made of bio-based polyamides; and (c) car interiors made of
Polypropylene combined with natural fibers. An advantage of the interior parts is that their functional
requirements are lower compared to exterior ones. A new field of application for bio-based materials
in the automobile industry are tires, which the newly launched ConCirMy project aims to analyze. Car
tires with a high share of bio-based content are already being developed.
2.1.2. Ecolabels
The international standards organization ISO defines a label as a “tag, brand, mark, pictorial or
other descriptive matter, written, printed, stenciled, marked, embossed or impressed on, or attached to
the packaging or container of a finished manufactured product” (ISO 21371:2018 (en), 3.1, [8]). Labelling
can address many aspects of sustainability, including, for example, environmental sustainability, social
sustainability, social and animal welfare, as well as safety and health.
An important category of labels are ecolabels, defined as “seals of approval given to products
that are deemed to have fewer impacts on the environment than functionally or competitively similar
products” [9]. They address the growing global concern for environmental protection. ISO distinguishes
between three types of ecolabels: Type I: Environmental labels according to ISO 14024 (classic ecolabel,
based on multicriteria sets covering the entire life cycle of a product and requiring thresholds); Type II:
Environmental claims according to ISO 14021 (self-declared certification); and Type III: Environmental
Product Declarations (EPDs) of the environmental quality of a product according to ISO 14025 (see [10])
(single criterion based on LCA, but that does not provide thresholds).
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According to [11,12], ecolabels have diverse positive effects on various stakeholder categories.
For example, manufacturers are “increasingly demanding proof of their products’, environmental
soundness in order to prevent future liability or negative publicity”. In addition, by building consumers’
awareness on environmental issues and by influencing consumers’ behavior, ecolabels can be used to
stimulate market development. In general, ecolabel criteria are set so that only a small percentage of
products in a product category (typically, 5% to 30%) can meet these criteria.
In addition to stimulating market development, eco-labels can also promote innovation. In
this context, reference [13] provides findings regarding “green innovation,” referring to innovative
products, which meet at least partly environmental or social criteria. Based on a literature review,
reference [13] emphasizes that “(I)t is possible to generate green innovation if the labelling scheme is
very selective” in order to assure that very few products get the ecolabel without innovation. However,
challenges have to be considered as well: “When labels do not induce green innovation ( . . . ) they
might increase environmental spill overs, increasing overall production, or decreasing the share of
green goods.”
An overview of ecolabels suitable for bio-based products is provided by the Fachagentur
Nachwachsende Rohstoffe e. V. [14]. However, the majority of the relevant ecolabels refer to textiles,
cosmetics, wood products, and biodegradable products, while the automotive sector needs further
research. An interesting approach outside Europe is provided by the US BioPreferred Program,
managed by the US Department of Agriculture (USDA), which combines specific guidance for public
procurers with a labelling initiative to encourage the purchase of bio-based products.
2.1.3. Formal Standards
Standards are documents, “established by consensus and approved by a recognized body, that
provides, for common and repeated use, rules, guidelines or characteristics for activities or their
results, aimed at the achievement of the optimum degree of order in a given context” ([15], definition
3.2). In this context, the authors of [16] use the specified form “formal standards” and highlight the
characteristics “developed in recognized standardization bodies”, “voluntary and consensus driven.”
Standards can promote the diffusion of new products in various ways. The authors of [17] refer,
for example, to quality aspects, health, and safety, which are relevant in the given context. Based on the
EU mandate M/429, the European Committee for Standardization (CEN) established a standardization
program for bio-based products. Consequently, in 2011 CEN’s Technical Committee (TC) 411 was
created. Its scope comprises horizontal aspects of the bioeconomy, including a common terminology,
methods for determining bio-based content in a product, Life Cycle Assessments (LCA), sustainability
of biomass and guidance on the use of existing standards for the end-of-life options (see [18]).
Based on the European standardization mandates (M/491) and M/492 ([19,20]), TC 411 has
been developing standards to help specific sectors move towards higher renewable biomass content.
In addition to that technical committee, other CEN TCs deal with specific bio-based products and
applications. For example, CEN/TC 249 is responsible for the development of standards for biopolymers
and TC 19 is tasked with creating standards for bio-based lubricants while CEN/TC 383 works on
European standards establishing sustainability criteria for biofuels (see [21] for further details).
However, bio-based car components are not yet considered specifically.
2.1.4. Regulatory Framework
Regulatory framework conditions have been identified as “important factors influencing the
innovation activities of companies, industries and whole economies” [22]. Regulations are “mandatory
legal restrictions released and enacted by the government” [16]. This includes also common regulations
developed by representatives of EU member states’ governments. The regulatory framework is
“generally composed of regulations enforced by governmental institutions” while “industry and
other affected stakeholders may complement these governmental regulations by self-regulatory
coordination” [16].
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In contrast to regulations, formal standards are, as mentioned, “developed in recognized
standardization bodies” and “are voluntary and consensus driven” ([16] based on ISO/IEC, 2004). In
addition to this clear distinction, legislation can adopt standards that then become enforceable by
regulation. In addition, there are specific interdependencies of the two instruments in the course of the
so called “New Approach” (see [16]), discussed later in this section.
According to [23], “regulation can be an important influence on the direction of innovation” and
can help to “overcome organizational inertia, foster creative thinking and mitigate agency problems.”
The authors of [22] highlight that environmental regulations have caused the emergence of new
industries, such as the “environmental industry”, which is characterized by technologies to protect the
environment or cause less environmental damage. In general, the impact of regulation on innovation
depends on the extent of the compliance cost and the incentive effect. As the diagram of technological
progress or innovation (i) and capital intensity (k) in Figure 1 shows, there is a positive impact on the
rate of technical progress (i1), if compliance costs are low or even zero and the incentives are positive.
As shown by i2, referring to lower technical progress than i* with the same capital intensity, the impact
is negative, especially with high compliance cost and low or even negative innovation incentives.
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driven mainly by the market (i.e., firms) and are therefore, as [16] found, more closely connected to the
requirements of the underlying technology. As a result, regulation has a negative impact on a firm’s
innovation efficiency in highly uncertain markets while the effect of standards is positive.
The market for bio-based products is emerging. More specifically, it is embedded in a transition
process in the sociotechnical regime, aimed at reaching a paradigm shift away from the traditional
fossil-based economy towards a more sustainable economy with products of biological origin (see,
e.g., [25,26]). The current low level of stability in the market is also linked with a low level of certainty
(see, e.g., [25]). For this reason, implementing regulations currently faces challenges on the market—but
provides also opportunities to reduce this uncertainty with clear guidance. The challenges themselves
can be addressed by regulations, which adopt formal standards and the so-called “New Approach” [27].
The “New Approach” to harmonization and standardization, initiated in 1985 is “an attempt to
accelerate both harmonization processes at the Council level and European standardization processes
at industry level while at the same time providing more flexibility for innovation and easier market
access” [28]. Around a third of European standardization activities are developed to directly support
the implementation of European policies [29]. The Lead Market Initiative (LMI) is another demand-side
policy directed at stimulating markets for bio-based products (see [21]).
The development of public strategies and other efforts to stimulate the bioeconomy in the EU
aims to achieve technological leadership and tangible improvement in Europe’s social, economic and
environmental welfare (EU Bioeconomy Strategy, [30]). The authors of [31] describe the regulatory
landscape for sustainable bio-based products based on the analysis of 50 key documents at European
and Member State levels. The analysis showed that there is an increasing reference to sustainability
requirements and sustainability criteria, supported by certification and labels. According to [31], the
policies with direct influence on the bio-based industry mostly tackle single and specific sustainability
issues/sectors with high public interest (e.g., biofuels, genetically modified organisms (GMOs), forestry,
waste, etc.). Framework Directives also play an important role by laying down key principles applying
to any product in a specified context. This article considers specifically the Renewable Energy Directive
(RED) and the EU Waste Framework Directive (WFD).
The RED [32] is an example for an approach, where public regulations recognize private initiatives,
such as voluntary certification schemes, as a way to prove compliance with mandatory criteria. In this
regard, certification schemes and labels beyond the biofuel sectors could be potentially used to show
compliance with sustainability criteria. Precondition for this is the official recognition of the scheme
or label by the EU. The so called RED II applying after 2021 will expand sustainability criteria to all
sectors of bioenergy.
The WFD [33] addresses the end of life stage of products and promotes the waste hierarchy as a
guiding principle. This hierarchy sets out a preference for waste prevention, followed by the sequence
reuse, recycling, recovering energy, and finally landfill.
2.2. Research Goals and Methodologies
The Ecolabel Index [34] shows the importance of Ecolabels worldwide. In this context, specific goals
were formulated for biobased products in Europe: “Additionally and building upon the availability of
guidance and training materials for bio-based products in procurement for different product groups,
specific requirements promoting bio-based materials and products could be included during the
development of EU Ecolabel and Green Public Procurement (GPP) criteria for new or other existing
product groups not yet addressed and further innovative procurement activities. ”[30] Likewise, the
STAR4BBI project highlighted the need to develop sustainability certification for all products and
identified the EU Ecolabel as a relevant tool for showing sustainability [35]. The automotive sector has
not been considered appropriately in this context so far.
In response to technical developments towards sustainability in the automotive sector, we aimed
to explore how ecolabels, improvements in the regulatory frameworks and standards could support the
market uptake of bio-based car components. In addition, we wanted to provide insight to what extent
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this set of suggested measures is similar or different compared to other product sectors. For this purpose,
we conceptualized and implemented a research strategy with five elements: 1. Literature review,
2. analysis of the existing ecolabels landscape, 3. preparation, conduct and analysis of expert interviews
in four areas of bio-based products, 4. deriving comparisons between the automotive industry and
other sectors and 5. development of recommendations for ecolabel criteria, standardization and the
regulatory framework, which were developed in an iterative process.
A problem of bio-based products in general is the lack of evidence of their specific environmental,
social and economic sustainability, for which the development of tools and indicators is of high
relevance. An initial goal of our research was therefore to identify suitable ecolabel criteria. By means
of the Ecolabel Index [34], which provides information on 465 ecolabels from 99 countries and
25 industry sectors, we identified the most relevant labels for bio-based products.
Suitable labels were selected by using the following search terms in the Ecolabel Index: “bio”
(52 hits), “bio-based” (2 hits), “biobased” (2 hits), “sustainable” (34 hits), “construction” (24 hits),
“building” (62 hits), “waste” (29 hits), and “plastics” (4 hits). Based on further screenings, we analyzed
42 ecolabels (see Figure 2), including, for example the EU Ecolabel, the German Blue Angel, the Carbon
Trust Footprint Label, and the Nordic Swan regarding relevant basic criteria. Detailed information on
all labels are provided in the Appendix A.
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I t l f t l l ’ it i t t l l i ti t
f t l l ’ it . Excel te plate sho n in Table 1 was created for this purpose.
Four esearchers were involved in the analyses. Based on an analysis of all 42 Excel tables, the
findings were summarized. Section 3 will provide a summary of these relevant existing criteria in
selected ecolabels, which are grouped as follows (see also [4]):
(a) Sustainability criteria: Environmental, social and economic criteria.
(b) Additional criteria: Percentage of bio-based content and fitness for use.
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Table 1. Template for the analysis of ecolabels.
Label: XYZ
Product
categories
Bio-based criteria
and indicators
Environmental
criteria and indicators
Social criteria
and indicators
Economic criteria
and indicators
Revision
process
This research paved the way for the development of an interview guide to be used in the in-depth
case study analysis. We carried out semi-structured interviews [36] with professionals dealing with the
automotive industry and the three additional product groups of our analysis.
The interview guide consisted of six sections: background of the interviewee(s), framework
conditions, ecolabels, sustainability standards, regulatory framework conditions, and policy gaps. In
addition to open questions, a section included a list of criteria identified in the analysis of the ecolabel
landscape in order to rank their importance in sustainability analysis Interviewees were selected to
represent a wide range of stakeholders (see Table 2).
Table 2. Overview of participants to the interview series.
Stakeholder Group Producers, Retailers etc. Certification Bodies, TestingLaboratories, Standards Bodies Procurement
Other (Government,
Research)
Interviewees in total 10 3 6 3
Interviewees in the
automotive industry
specifically
2 2 - 1 2
1 Instead of a public procurer, an expert of a governmental organization with a specific focus on bio-based car
components was contacted (see “Other”).
Our research of the automotive industry consisted of interviews of five target groups. They
included representatives of: A big car manufacturer, a big automotive supplier, a governmental agency
and a research institute, as well as experts specialized in automotive field tests. The governmental
agency had a specific focus on bio-based car components while the core competencies of the research
institute included bio-based materials and materials for automotive applications in particular.
Our analysis started with discussions on PBS (Polybutylene Succinate) and PLA (Polylactic Acid)
(See Appendix 3 of [4] for details on both materials) applications in the automotive sector. While the
industry’s experience with PBS is still limited, different material related issues were highlighted by the
interviewees in the discussions on automotive PLA applications. For example, PLA material’s reaction
to differences in temperature and humidity are current challenges that require further research. For
this reason, our scope was broadened to include bio-based car components in general. Car components
made of composite materials were specifically considered as they have certain attractive properties, for
example regarding their energy balance.
The interviews took place between May and September 2018. The results were supported by the
analysis of additional sources provided by the interviewees. Based on all the gathered information,
we finally developed a set of recommendations supporting the use of sustainable car components,
enriched by a comparison with the other three cases.
Section 3, consisting of Sections 3.1–3.3, presents the results of the research steps 2 to 4 described
above: The analysis of the existing ecolabel landscape, the expert interviews and the comparisons of
the automotive industry and other sectors. Recommendations for the development of ecolabel criteria,
standardization, and the regulatory framework based on the results of step 5 are presented in Section 4.
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3. Results
3.1. Analysis of the Existing Ecolabels Landscape
An ecolabel is an important vehicle to communicate to consumers the benefits of bio-based
products, especially if predefined sustainability criteria are met and verified by means of a certification
process [21]. This is especially the case for product attributes that the consumer cannot evaluate, such
as its environmental impact. Sustainability claims of environmental labels and declarations are usually
granted upon proven satisfaction of preselected criterion/criteria. This is for example the case of ISO
14000 ecolabels, (see Section 2.1.2). Based on the analysis of different ecolabels, this paper identified
criteria in the three pillars of sustainability: Economic, social and environmental. An additional
criterion, related to product characteristics and performances was added (see Figure 3).
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3.1.1. Selected Criteria for the Environmental Pillar
Sustainable Sourcing of Biomass
An important aspect to be considered in the sustainability assessment of bio-based products is
the sustainable sourcing of biomass. An interesting documen in thi context is the RED, which has
establi hed clear, legally binding requirements on sustainable sourcing of biomas for bioenergy, liquid
biofuel and bioliquids. The main sustainability requireme ts included in the RED are:
• Greenhouse gas emission saving from the use of biofuels and bioliquids shall be at least 50%
compared to fossil fuels (60% for biofuels produced in plants whose operation started after
1 January 2017) (see [37]).
• (Sustainable) biofuels and bioliquids shall not be made from raw material obtained from land
with high biodiversity.
• (Sustainable) biofuels and bioliquids shall not be made from raw material obtained from land
with high carbon stock (such as wetlands or forests).
The RED provides incentives to biofuels that show compliance with these environmental
sustainability requirements. The material use of biomass is not incentivized in the same way.
Indeed, regulation/sustainability certification for material use of bio-based raw materials is missing
in Europe [38]. Nevertheless, the sustainability of biomass for material use is important and some
pioneer labels deal with sustainable sourcing in the assessment of bio-based products, for example
the Roundtable on Sustainable Biomaterials (RSB). The RSB Principles and Criteria (RSB-STD-01-001)
include twelve principles: 1. Legality, 2. Planning, Monitoring and Continuous Improvement,
3. Greenhouse Gas Emissions, 4. Human and Labor Rights, 5. Rural and Social Development, 6. Local
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Food Security, 7. Conservation, 8. Soil, 9. Water, 10. Air, 11. Use of Technology, Inputs and Management
of Waste, and 12. Land Rights. According to principle 7 on conservation, operations shall avoid
negative impacts on biodiversity, ecosystems and conservation values. In addition, it is important to
mention three certificates, which include relevant sustainability principles: International Sustainability
and Carbon Certification (ISCC), PLUS and FSC®/PEFC (see STAR Pro-Bio, 2018a). PEFC also includes
social criteria and requires that genetically modified organisms are not used.
Emissions of Greenhouse Gas (GHG)
The pollution of air is an important aspect considered in sustainability assessment of products
and processes. In this regard, the measurement of GHG emissions is often used as a proxy to measure
the impact of a product or process on climate change. GHG emissions are also accounted for a life cycle
perspective and used in various Type III labels, such as the Carbon Trust Footprint Label. Accordingly,
the Ecolabel Index includes 25 ecolabels that focus on the carbon footprint of products or processes.
Different options are available for measuring GHG emissions (see [4]) and the comparability among
the different approaches is difficult, because they often consider different impact categories. Different
studies show that the use of biomass in products may help reduce the global warming potential of
our economy. The authors of [39], for example, have shown that various bio-based products have the
advantage of a lower CO2 footprint during production compared to alternative fossil-based products.
Toxicity
According to [40], the term toxicity refers to the ability of a substance to produce an adverse
effect upon a living organism. The importance of reduced human toxicity from the perspective of
the users is, for example, shown by [41]. Various labels consider human toxicity as a criterion (e.g.,
different categories of the EU Ecolabel and the ÖkoControl label (source: Internal ecolabel database).
In addition, other labels, such as the Ecolabel, consider toxicity to aquatic organisms.
End-of-Life Criteria
The importance of end-of-life criteria for consumers interested in more sustainable products is
shown by various studies, e.g., [42]. Depending on product properties and what substances they may
contain, a number of end-of-life options can be considered for bio-based products. Given the partial
or total biological origin of bio-based products, their end-of-life management can be important as to
avoid losing materials that can more naturally be returned to biological cycles. Indeed, the waste
hierarchy encourages the prevention of waste or the return of materials into the economy, which has to
be considered specifically in the prioritization of end-of-life options. However, it is also important to
note that not all biologically sourced materials can be added to biological cycles.
3.1.2. Selected Criteria for the Economic Pillar
As described in Section 2.1.2, ecolabels are mainly seals that show environmental impacts of
products. However, our analysis unveiled social and economic criteria used for assessing sustainability
in the current ecolabel landscape. Some of the identified and proposed economic criteria, such as
energy efficiency and biomass utilization efficiency are closely linked to the environmental pillar.
Under the economic criteria, life cycle cost is briefly introduced and considered as a specific horizontal
issue, which will be further described in Section 3.1.5.
Energy Efficiency of the Production Stage
While economic criteria are rarely considered by ecolabels, the Cradle to Cradle®concept
considers the use of materials, energy, and water in the production. The production stage of bio-based
products can provide various advantages compared to fossil-based products. Based on the example of
smart drop-ins, the authors of [43] highlight that the production of bio-based products may require
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significantly less energy in comparison to fossil-based products. To show this advantage appropriately,
the consideration of a specific criterion on the energy efficiency of the production process is suggested.
Specific advantages of bio-based products could be shown by a criterion, which compares the energy
consumption with a conventional benchmark product.
Biomass Utilization Efficiency
The biomass utilization efficiency (BUE) factor was developed by [44]. It is defined as “percentage
of initial biomass ending up in the end product based on the molar mass of the reactant (= biomass)
and target bio-based product.”
The biomass utilization efficiency was also identified as a specific assessment gap by [45].
According to the previous section, the Cradle to Cradle®scheme considers the use of materials in the
production. In this context, attractive options to include assessment criteria to highlight advantages of
specific bio-based products exist. The authors of [44] found, for example, that the bio-based polyester
PLA (Polylactic Acid) and the acid SA (Succinic Acid) exhibit a highly efficient material use of biomass.
The examples show the attractiveness of a BUE criterion. This was further analyzed in our in-depth
case analysis, presented in Section 3.2.
Life Cycle Cost
An additional economic criterion is Life Cycle Cost (LCC). According to [46], LCC is a method for
evaluating all relevant costs over time of a project, product or measure. It takes into account: Initial
costs (including capital investment costs, purchase, and installation costs); future costs (including
energy costs, operating costs, maintenance costs, capital replacement costs, financing costs); and any
resale, salvage, or disposal cost over the lifetime of the project, product or measure [47]. Bio-based
products can provide various cost advantages. The Cradle to Cradle®concept combines environmental,
social and specific economic analysis, adding that “in the medium term the goal is for designs that are
positive or beneficial in terms of cost, performance, ( . . . ), and material (re)utilization potential with
continuous use and reuse periods” [48]. Economic analysis focusing on LCC provide opportunities to
highlight specific advantages of bio-based products. For example, the authors of [49] found that the
LCC of ten environmental-friendly products are lower than those of traditional alternatives. LCC will
be discussed further in Section 3.1.5 in a broader context.
3.1.3. Selected Criteria for the Social Pillar
The social pillar of sustainability addresses general social issues, as well as specific working
conditions of the employees, who work in the various value chains of the entire life cycle of a bio-based
product. An important social aspect to be considered is “food security”, which is also mentioned
as one of SCAR’s five principles for the bioeconomy (see [50]) and considered, for example, by RSB.
Furthermore, according to [51], the majority of the consumers worldwide regard it as extremely
important that companies care for: safe drinking water as part of their products, services, or operations
(92%), health care (87%), fair wages, and safe working conditions (87%), as well as jobs and economic
opportunity (86%).
The majority of ecolabels have a strong focus on environmental aspects, compared to social and
economic ones. Indeed, there are only few examples of ecolabels that include social criteria. One
of them is the EU Ecolabel, which requires corporate social responsibility to respect “fundamental
principles and rights at work” in the sets of assessment criteria for a few product categories. As
described in the International Labour Organization’s (ILO) Core Labour Standards, the UN Global
Compact, and the OECD Guidelines for Multi-National Enterprises, such social standards should
be observed by production sites along the supply chain of a product (see [52]). As another good
practice example, PEFC does not only require food security (PEFC principle 6) but also to respect
human and labor rights (principle 4), demanding: Freedom of workers to organize themselves and
their representative and to negotiate with the employer, no forced and child labour, equal employment
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opportunities, equal treatment for all workers and working conditions that do not affect occupational
safety or health (see [53]). The Cradle to Cradle®label considers the social impact of product cycles
and production. The history of the RSPO certificate (see [54]) showed the importance of not only
formulating social sustainability criteria but also of assessing compliance appropriately.
3.1.4. Additional Criteria Related to Bio-based Characteristics and Performance
Bio-Based Content
Bio-based products are partly or wholly made out of biomass. This is an important characteristic
of these products that should be communicated to consumers. Some labels and standards require
a minimum share of bio-based content. For example, the EU Ecolabel considers bio-based content
in various product categories. Different methods are available for measuring the bio-based content,
including: the bio-based carbon content methods, which measures the amount of renewable-based
carbon in a given product, using the radiocarbon analysis (14C carbon approach). The specification
CEN/TS 16137:2011 (Plastics—Determination of bio-based carbon content, [55]) expresses the bio-based
carbon content as a fraction of the sample mass, or the total carbon/organic carbon content.
Fitness for Use
Functionality and performance are key product attributes. Therefore, various ecolabels include
a ‘fitness for use’ criterion. According to [45], there are stakeholders, who are unsure about the
performance of bio-based products, and in particular of their characteristics compared to conventional
ones. Therefore, to facilitate comparisons with traditional fossil-based products, a criterion on
functionality/performance could be of major importance to raise trust on bio-based products. The use
of such a criterion could be voluntary and product-specific to keep labelling efforts as low as possible.
3.1.5. Life Cycle Assessment
Life cycle assessments (LCA) are “compilation(s) and evaluation(s) of the inputs, outputs and
the potential environmental impacts of a product system throughout its life cycle” [56]. Their
foundations are laid by the two general standards ISO 14040 and 14044, while EN 16760 describes
how to handle the specificities of the bio-based part of a bio-based product in an LCA (see [57]). In
particular, Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs), which are Type III labels according to the ISO
classification, are a famous direct application of LCAs. Experts interviewed by [58] stressed that many
bio-based products perform better than traditional alternative products over their entire life cycle,
mostly in terms of important environmental impact categories (for example, end-of-life options and
GHG emissions). However, currently existing ecolabels only relate to specific stages in the life cycle,
for example, to the extraction/production of raw materials or the end-of-life. In addition, many labels
only refer to environmental aspects, and not so much on social and economic issues (in particular LCC).
The need for further research on LCA is fundamental considering that there are many open questions.
As the project BioMat_LCA highlighted, at the moment no common LCA approach exists. Results vary
a lot (see [59] for details). Harmonization and common calculation guidelines for LCAs are needed to
avoid inconsistencies and contradicting results due to the use of different calculation methods.
3.2. Results of the Expert Interviews and Related Research in the Automotive Industry
3.2.1. Ecolabels for Bio-Based Automotive Applications
General Considerations
As an important prerequisite in the automotive sector, interviewees highlighted that certification
can only take place with regards to single car components. Realizing an ecolabel for the category
“bio-based vehicles” would not be possible because they consist of too many different materials and
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parts. Due to the newly introduced topic of bio-based car components, no specific ecolabels on
sustainability and bio-based issues exist. Therefore, several labels with a more general focus are
discussed as a starting point.
RSB and ISCC PLUS are regarded as important certificates to prove the sustainability of biomass.
Limitations, in particular highlighted for ISCC PLUS, are that they do not refer to (car) components but
just to the material. Furthermore, ISCC PLUS is not an ecolabel and its scope excludes, for example,
end-of-life issues. Other general labels for bio-plastics mentioned in interviews are, for example, the
end-of-life related labels from DIN CERTCO and Vincotte. In addition, the Blue Angel (Blauer Engel)
label gained focus on bio-based plastics regarding recycling aspects. A general gap not addressed by
the labels on plastics refers to bio-based cellulose fibers.
On the level of sustainability assessment criteria, it was highlighted that fuel consumption stays
on the top of the lists of environmental characteristics, as fuel efficiency is a legal obligation in the
automotive sector. Any material used for building a car has to support this goal. The weight of a car
has a specific influence on its fuel consumption. Therefore, all suitable materials and components have
to ensure that cars of an appropriate weight can be built.
Regardless of the existing solutions for selected specific questions, it was highlighted clearly that
no ecolabel for bio-based automotive applications exists. One expert added: “Such a solution would
be a ‘super’ output of STAR-ProBio to provide customers with transparent information.” Explicitly,
it was also mentioned that an EU-wide label such as the EU Ecolabel would be interesting for the
automotive industry. Regarding the scope of a potential label, the importance to distinguish between
different target groups was highlighted. Business-to-consumer (B2C) markets need labels, which are
easy to understand, while issues, as for example LCA, are more important for business-to-business
(B2B) markets.
The high number of options for the various car components is perceived as a challenge for the
development of labelling specifications. An agreement on focusing on specific components by the
car industry might be necessary. Currently, many areas of the market for bio-based car components
are still in the testing stage. The test results will also play an important role in potential further steps
regarding ecolabelling of car components.
Ecolabel Criteria
The interviewees views on selected sustainability assessment criteria are shown in Table 3,
followed by an interpretation of the results.
Regarding bio-based content, the need for reference values (thresholds) facilitating comparisons
was mentioned. However, it was suggested to appropriately consider the tradeoff between the origin
of a feedstock and the minimum amount of bio-based content. If material with a higher percentage
rate of bio-based content is only available abroad/outside Europe and requires more transportation
efforts, this should also affect the environmental score.
Regarding sustainable biomass, experts drew our attention to two important general challenges
regarding the use of bio-based materials in the automotive industry: Land use versus assurance of food
security and the avoidance of GMOs. Regarding interior linings of car doors, for example, promising
options to use material from residues were highlighted. Regarding GMOs, it was added by one of our
interviewees that: “We could check where the seeds came from, but it would be too costly.” Labelling
could reduce such a cost. In general, the assessment criterion “sustainable biomass” is regarded as
more suitable for B2B markets than for B2C markets. B2C markets would require detailed explanations
of the concept. In a further discussion on the suitability of RED criteria it was mentioned that the use
of bio-based products could be monitored by the following two specific principles: No conversion of
land with previously high carbon stock and no use of raw materials obtained from land with high
biodiversity such as primary forests or highly biodiverse grasslands. These aspects might be interesting
issues that would specify the criterion “sustainable biomass” appropriately.
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As mentioned earlier, the origin of the material was another issue brought into the discussion.
However, it was highlighted that the selection also depends on the availability of suitable material.
An additional suggestion was to communicate the type of feedstock. Specifically, a label such as the
Vincotte with a fix and a variable part was considered while the variable part could, for example,
provide information on the raw material.
Table 3. Relevance of selected ecolabel criteria for bio-based car components.
Assessment Criteria Relevance for Ecolabels 1 Assessment Criteria Relevance for Ecolabels
Sustainable
biomass/bio-based
content
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appropriately. 
Table 3. Relevance of selected ecolabel criteria for bio-based car components. 
Assessm nt Criteria 
Relevance for 
Ecolabels 1 Assessment Criteria 
Relevance for 
Ecolabels  
Susta nable b omass/bio-based 
content  
Fundamental principles and 
right  t work  
CO2 emissions  
 
Energy requirement during 
production  
Toxicity  
 
Bi m s utilization efficiency  
End-of-life options 
 
Life cycle values 
 
Fitness for use  Life cycle costs specifically  
Corporate social responsibility  
 
 
Legend 
 
relevant in > 50% of th  interviews 
 
relevant in 50% of the interviews 
 
not relevant in > 50% of the 
interviews 
 
alternatively, a suggestion for a 
modification was made 
Note: Interviewees also made specific additional suggests for criteria, in particular related to land use 
and use of water. 1 Side doors with interior cladding of composite materials using natural fibers such 
as flax, hemp, linen, and (a) bio-based resin; (b) mirror covers and turn signal cov rs made of bio-
based polyamides/PPT; and (c) car interiors made of Polypropylene combined with natural fibers. 
As mentioned arlier, the origin of the material wa another issue brought into the discussion. 
However, it was highlighted that the selection also depends on the availability of suitable material. 
An additional suggestion was to communicate the type of feedstock. Specifically, a label such as the 
Vincotte with a fix and a variable part was considered while the variable part could, for example, 
provide information on the raw material. 
CO2 emissions should be measured in the various life cycle stages including production, 
transport, use and end-of-life. Regarding the end-of-life stage in general, automotive applications 
require specific soluti ns. Recycling and i cineration/energetic combustion are the key options. 
Regarding materials, which cannot be recycled, it was highlighted that energetic combustion must 
be preferred instead of incineration. Furthermore, it was pointed out that not only recyclability is 
important. The possibility to separate t e bio-based parts is of particular importance. Other 
interviewees highlighted the need for energy as an important issue at this stage. They conducted a 
c parison between the disposal of carbon fibers, which requires sig ificantly more energy than the 
disposal f bio-based fibers. 
The need for the toxicity criterion is a specific one. Composite materials, which cannot be 
recycled, need to be incinerated or used for energetic combustion. For this reason, toxicity is a 
particular end-of-life issue for car co ponents of these specific materials.  
Specific discussions on the social criterion “fundamental principles and rights at work” led to 
the suggestion of an integration into the ther social criterion “corporate social responsibility.” 
End-of-life options
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detailed explanations of the concept. In a further discussion on the suitability of RED criteria it was 
mentioned that the use of bio-based products could be monitored by the following two specific 
principles: No conversion of land with previously high carbon stock and no use of raw materials 
obtained from land with high bi diversity su h as primary forest  or highly biodiverse grasslands. 
The e aspects ight  interesting issues that would specify the criterion “sustainable biomass” 
appropriately. 
Table 3. Relevance of selected ecolabel criteria fo  bio-based car comp nents. 
Assessment Criter a 
Relevance for 
Ecolabels 1 Assessment Criteria 
Relevance for 
Ecolabels  
Sustainable biomass/bio-based 
content  
Fundamental principles and 
rights at work  
CO2 emissions  
 
Energ  r quirem nt during 
production 
Toxicity  
 
Biomass utilization effi iency  
End-of-life options 
 
Life cycle values 
 
Fitness for us   Life cycle costs specifically  
Corporate social responsibility  
 
 
Legend 
 
relevant in > 50% of the interviews 
 
re evant in 50% of th  interview  
 
not relevant in > 50% of the 
interviews 
 
alternatively, a sugge tion for a 
modification was made 
Note: Interviewees also made specific additional suggests for criteria, in particular related to land use 
and use of water. 1 Side doors wit  interior cladding of composite materials usin  natural fibers uch 
as flax, hemp, linen, and (a) bio-based resin; (b) mirror covers and tur  s gnal covers made of bio-
based polyami /PPT; and (c) ar interi rs de of Polypropylene ombined with natural fibers. 
As mentione  earlier, the ri in of the material was another issue brought into the discussio . 
However, it was highlighted that th  selection also depe ds on the availability of suit ble material. 
An ad itional suggestion was to communicate the type of feedstock. Sp cific lly, a label such as the 
Vincotte with a fix a d a variable part was considered while the variable part could, for example, 
provide inf rmation on the raw material. 
CO2 emissions should be m asured in the various life cycle stag s includin  production, 
transport, use and end-of-life. Regarding the end-of-life stage in ge ral, automotive applications 
require specific solutions. Recycling and incineration/energetic combustion are the key options. 
Regarding materials, which cannot be recycled, it as highlighted that energetic combustion must 
be preferred instead of incineration. Furthermore, it was pointed out that not only recyclability is 
important. The possibility to separate the bio-based parts is of particular importance. Other 
interviewees highlighted the eed for energy as an important issue at this stage. They conducted a 
comparison between the disposal of carbon fibers, which requires significantly m re en rgy than the 
disposal of bio-based fibers. 
The need for the toxicity criterion is a specific one. Composite materials, which cannot be 
recycled, need to be incinerated or used for energetic combustion. For this reason, toxicity is a 
particular end-of-life issue for car components of these specific materials.  
Specific discussions on the social criterion “fundamental principles and rights at work” led to 
the suggestion of an integration into the other social criterion “corporate social responsibility.” 
Life cycle values
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detailed explana ions of the concep . In a further discussion on the suitability of RED criteria it was 
men ioned that the use of bio-based products could be monitored by the following two specific 
principles: No conversi n of land with previously high carbon stock and no use of raw materials 
o tained from land with high biodiver ity such as primary forests or highly biodiverse grasslands. 
These asp c s might be i ter st ng issues that would specify the criterion “sustainable biomass” 
appropriately.
T ble 3. Relevance of selected ecolabel criteria for bio-based car components. 
Assessm nt Criteria 
Relevance for 
Ecolabels 1 Assessment Criteria 
Relevance for 
Ecolabels  
Sustainable biomass/bio-based 
content  
Fundamental principles and 
rights at work  
CO2 emissions  
 
Energy requirement during 
production  
T x ty  
 
Biomass utilization efficiency  
End-of-li e options 
 
Life cycle values 
 
Fitn ss for use  Life cycle costs specifically  
Corporate social responsibility  
 
 
Legend 
 
relevant in > 50% of the interviews 
 
relevant in 50% of the interviews 
 
not relevant in > 50% of the 
i terviews 
 
alternatively, a suggestion for a 
modification was made 
Note: Interviewees also made specific additional suggests for criteria, in particular related to land use 
and us of wat r. 1 Side doo wit interior cladding of composite materials using natural fibers such 
as flax, hemp, linen, and (a) bio-bas d resin; (b) mirror covers and turn signal covers made of bio-
based polyamides/PPT; and (c) car interior  made of Polypropylene combined with natural fibers. 
As m ntioned earlier, the origin f the material was another issue brought into the discussion. 
H wev r, it was highlig ted that th  selecti  also depends on the availability of suitable material. 
An additional sug estion was t  co mu icate the type of feedstock. Specifically, a label such as the 
Vi cotte wit  a fix and a variable part was considered while the variable part could, for example, 
provide information on the raw aterial. 
CO2 emissions should be measured in the various life cycle stages including production, 
transport, use and end-of-life. Regarding the nd-of-life stage in general, automotive applications 
equire specific solutions. R cycling and incineration/energetic combustion are the key options. 
Re arding aterials, which cannot be recycled, it was highlighted that energetic combustion must 
be preferred instead of incineration. Furthermore, it was pointed out that not only recyclability is 
important. Th  poss bility to separate the bio-based parts is of particular importance. Other 
i terviewees highli hte  the need for energy as an important issue at this stage. They conducted a 
compar son between th  disposal of carbon fibers, which requires significantly more energy than the 
disposal of bio-based fibers. 
The n ed fo  the tox ity criterion is a specific one. Composite materials, which cannot be 
recycled, need o be inci erated or used for energetic combustion. For this reason, toxicity is a 
particula  end-of-life issue for car components of these specific materials.  
Specific discussion on the social criterion “fundamental principles and rights at work” led to 
the suggestion of n integration into the other social criterion “corporate social responsibility.” 
Fitness for use
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detailed explanations of the concept. In a further discussion on the suitability of RED criteria it as 
entioned that the use of bio-based products could be onitored by the follo ing t o specific 
principles: o conversion of land ith previously high carbon stock and no use of ra  aterials 
obtained fro  land ith high biodiversity such as pri ary forests or hig ly biodiverse grasslands. 
These aspects ight be interesting issues that ould specify the criterion “s stainable bio ass” 
appropriately. 
Table 3. Relevance of selected ecolabel criteria for bio-based car comp nents. 
Assess ent Cri er a 
Relevance for 
Ecolabels 1 Assessm nt Criteria 
Relevance for 
Ecolabels  
Sustainable biomass/bio-based 
content  
Fundamental principles and 
r ghts at wo k  
CO2 emissions  
 
Energy requirement during 
production  
Toxicity  
 
Bioma  utilization efficiency  
End-of-life opti ns 
 
Life cycle values 
 
Fitness for use  Life cycle costs specifically  
Corporate social responsibility  
 
 
Legend 
 
relevant in > 50% of the interviews 
 
relevant in 50% of the interviews 
 
not relevant in > 50% of the 
interviews 
 
alternatively, a suggestion for a 
modification was made 
Note: Interviewees also made specific additional suggests for criteria, in particular related to land use 
and use of water. 1 Side doors with interior cladding of composite aterials using natural fibers such 
as flax, hemp, linen, and (a) bio-based resin; (b) mirror covers and turn signal covers made of bio-
based polyamides/PPT; and (c) car interiors made of Polypropylene combined with natural fibers. 
As entioned earlier, the origin of the aterial as another issue brought into the discussion. 
o ever, it as highlighted that the selection also depends on the availability of suitable aterial. 
An additional suggestion as t  co unicate t e type of feedstock. Specifically, a label such as the 
Vincotte it   fix and  varia le part as considered hile the v ri ble art could, for ex ple, 
provide i for ation on the ra  terial. 
CO2 e issions should be easured in the various life cycle stages including pro uction, 
transport, use a d nd-of-life. Regarding the end-of-life stage in gen ral, auto otive applications 
require specific solutions. Recycling an  incineration/ nerg tic co bustion are the key op ions. 
Reg rding aterials, hich cannot be recycl d, it as highligh e  that energetic co bu tion ust 
be pref rred instead of incineratio . Further ore, it as pointed ut that not only recyclability is 
i porta t. The possibility to separate the bio-based parts is of particular i port nce. Other 
intervie ees highlighted the need for energy as an i portant issue at i  tage. They conducted a 
co parison bet een the disp sal of c rbon fibers, hich requires significantly ore energy th n the 
disposal of b o-based fibers. 
The need for the toxicity cri erion is a specific one. Co posite aterials, hich can ot b  
recycle , need to e incinerated or used for en rgetic co bustion. For this reason, toxicity is a 
particular en -of-life issue for car co ponents of the  specific aterials.  
Specific iscussions on th  social criterion “funda ental principles a d rights at rk” led to 
the suggestion f a  int grati n int  the ther s cial criterion “corporate social responsibility.” 
Lif cycle costs specifically
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detailed explanations of the concept. In a further discussion on the suitability of RED criteria it was 
mentioned that the use of bio-based products could be monitored by the following two specific 
principles: No conversion of land with previously high carbon stock and no use of raw materials 
obtained from land with high biodiversity such as primary forests or highly biodiverse grasslands. 
These aspects might be interesting issues that would specify the criterion “sustainable biomass” 
appropriately. 
Tabl  3. Relevance of selected ec label criteria for bi -based car components. 
Assessment Criteria 
Relevance for 
Ecolabels 1 Assessment Criteria 
Relevance for 
Ecolabels  
Sustainable biomass/bio-based 
c ntent  
Fundamental principles and 
rights  work  
CO2 emissions  
 
Energy requirement during
production  
Toxicity  
 
Biomass utilization efficiency  
End-of-l f  pti  
 
Life cycle values 
 
Fitness for use  Life ycle costs specifically  
Corporate social responsibility  
 
 
Legend 
 
relevant in > 50% of the interviews 
 
relevant in 50% of the interviews 
 
not relevant in > 50% of the 
interviews 
 
alternatively, a suggestion for a 
modification was made 
Note: Interviewees also made specific additional suggests for criteria, in particular related to land use 
and use of water. 1 Side doors with interior cladding of composite materials using natural fibers such 
as flax, hemp, linen, and (a) bio-based resin; (b) mirror covers and turn signal covers made of bio-
based polyamides/PPT; and (c) car interiors made of Polypropylene c mbin d with natural fibers. 
As mentione  earlier, the or gin of the materi l wa  another issue b ought into t e discussion. 
How ver, it was highlight d that the selection also depends on the availability of suitable material. 
An additional suggestion was to c mmunicate th  type of feedstock. Specifically, a label such as the 
Vincotte with a fix and a varia le part was considered while the variable part could, for example, 
provide informatio  on the raw material. 
CO2 e issions should be measured in he various life cycle st g including prod ction,
tra sport, use and e d-of-life. R g rding the e d-of-life stag  i  general, a omotive appl cations 
equire specif c s lu ions. Recycling and inci erati /en rget c co bustion ar th  key options. 
Re rding materials, which can ot b recycl , it was highli ted th t energ tic combustion must 
be preferred instead of in ineration. Furth mor , it was po n ed o t that not nly recyclability is 
mpor nt. The p ssibility to separate th  bio-based parts is of particular importance. Other 
interviewees ighlighted the ne fo  energy as an mportant iss e at this stage. They c ducted a 
comparison b tw en the disposal of carbon fib rs, which requires significant y m re energy than the 
dispo al of bio-based fib rs. 
The need for he toxicity criterion   specific on . Comp s t  ma eri ls, which cannot be 
ecycled, need to be incinerated o  used for energetic combustio . F r this rea on, toxicity is a 
particular end-of-life issue for car comp nents of these sp cific materials.  
Sp cific discussions on the social criteri n “f ndament l pr cipl s a  rights at work” led to 
th  suggestion of an integration into the other social cr te ion “corporat  so ial responsibility.” 
Corporate social
responsibility
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detailed explanations of the conce t. In a further discussion on the suitability of RED criteria it was 
mentioned that the use of bio-based products could be monitored by the follo ing two sp cific 
principles: No conversion of land with previ usly high carbon stock and no use of raw materia s 
obtained from l nd with high biodiv rsity such as primary forests or highly biodiverse grasslands. 
These aspects might be interesting issues that would specify the criterion “sustainable biomass” 
appropriat ly. 
Table 3. Relevance of selected ecolabel criteria for bio-based car co ponents. 
Assessment Crit ria 
Relevance for 
Ecolabels 1 Assessment Cri eria 
Relevance for 
Ecolabels  
Sustainable biomass/bio-based 
c ntent  
Fundamental principles and 
rights t work  
CO2 emissions  
 
Energy requirement during 
production 
Toxicity  Biomass utilizati n efficiency  
End-of-l fe opti  
 
Life cycle values 
 
Fitness for use  Life cycle costs specifically  
Corporate s cial r sponsibility  
 
 
Legend 
 
relevant > 50% of the interviews
 
relevant in 50% of the interviews 
 
not relevant in > 50% of the 
interviews 
 
alternatively, a suggestion for a 
modification was made 
Note: Interviewees al  made sp cific additional suggests for criteria, in particular related to l d use 
and use of water. 1 Side do rs with interior cladding of composite materials using natural fibers such 
as flax, hemp, linen, and (a) bio-based resin; (b) mirror covers and turn signal covers made of bio-
based polyamides/PPT; and (c) car interiors made of Polypropylene combined with natural fibers. 
As mentioned earlier, the origin of the material was another issue brought into the discussion. 
However, it was highlighted that the selection also depends on the availability of suitable material. 
An additional suggestion was to communicate the type of feedstock. Specifically, a label such as the 
Vincotte with a fix and a variable part was considered while the variable part could, for exa ple, 
provide information on the raw material. 
CO2 emissions should be measured in the various life cycle stages including production, 
transport, use and end-of-life. Regarding the end-of-life stage in general, automotive applications 
require specific solutions. Recycling and incineration/energetic combustion are the key options. 
Regarding materials, which cannot be recycled, it was highlighted that energetic combustion must 
be preferred instead of incineration. Furthermore, it was pointed out that not only recyclability is 
important. The possibility to separate the bio-based parts is of particular i ortance. Other 
interviewees highlighted the need for energy as an important issue at this stage. They conducted a 
comparison between the disposal of carbon fibers, which requires significantly more energy than the 
disposal of bio-based fibers. 
The need for the toxicity criterion is a specific one. Composite materials, which cannot be 
recycled, need to be incinerated or used for energetic combustion. For this reason, toxicity is a 
particular end-of-life issue for car components of these specific materials.  
Specific discussions on the social criterion “fundamental principles and rights at work” led to 
the suggestion of an integration into the other social criterion “corporate social responsibility.” 
Legend
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detailed explanations of th  concept. In a further discussion on the suitability of RED criteria it was 
mentioned that the use of bio-based products could be oni ored by the following two specific 
principles: No conversion of land with previously high carb n stock and no use of raw materials 
obtained from land with high biodive sity such as primary forests or highly biodivers  gr sslands. 
These aspects might be interesting issues that would spec fy the criterion “sust inable biomass” 
appr priat ly. 
Table 3. Relevance of selected ecolab l criteria for bio-based car components. 
Assessment Criteria 
Relevance for 
Ecolabels 1 A sessment Criteria 
Relevanc  for 
Ecolabels  
Sustainable biomass/bio-based 
cont n   
Fundamental principles and 
rights at work  
CO2 emissions  
 
En rgy requirement during 
production  
Toxicity  
 
Biomass utilization efficiency  
E d-of-life options 
 
Lif  cy le values 
 
Fitness for use  Lif  cycle costs specifically  
Corporat  social responsibility  
 
 
Legend 
 
r levant in > 50% of the interviews 
 
evan  in 50% of the interviews 
 
not rel v nt i  > 50% of the 
interv ws 
 
alternatively, a suggestion for a 
modification was made 
Note: Interviewees also made specific additional suggests for criteria, in particular related to land use 
and use of water. 1 Side doors with interior cladding of composite materials using natural fibers such 
as flax, hemp, linen, and (a) bio-based resin; (b) mirror covers and turn signal covers made of bio-
base  polyamides/PPT; nd (c) car int riors made of Polypropylene combi ed with natural fibers. 
As mentio ed arlier, the ori in f the m terial was another iss e brought into he discuss on. 
H weve , t as ighligh ed ha  th  selection also ep nds on the va lab lity of suitable material. 
An additional su gestion was t  c mu cate the ty e of feedstock. Specificall ,  lab l uch as the 
Vincotte wit  a f x and a variable part w  c sidered wh l  the vari bl part cou d, for example, 
pr vide inf rma ion on the aw material. 
CO2 missions should be mea ured in th va ious life cyc st ges includ g production, 
transport, use and e d-of-lif . Rega di g th  end-of-life stage n gener l, autom tive applications 
q ire sp cific solutio s. Recycling and inci rati n/energetic combustion are the key options. 
Regard ng materials, whi h cannot be r cycled, it was highlighted that ene getic ombustion must 
b  preferred instead of incinera ion. Furthe more, t w s pointed out that not only recyclability is 
important. The possibility to s parate the bio-b sed parts is of particular importance. Other 
interviewees hi hlighted the need for energy as a  important i sue at this stage. They conducted a 
comparison between the disposal of carbon fibers, which requires significantly more energy than the 
disposal of bio-based fibers. 
The need for the toxicity criterion is a specific one. Composite materials, which cannot be 
recycled, need to be incinerated or used for energetic combustion. For this reason, toxicity is a 
particular end-of-life issue for car components of these specific materials.  
Specific discussions on the social criterion “fundamental principles and rights at work” led to 
the suggestion of an integration into the other social criterion “corporate social responsibility.” 
relevant in > 50% of the interviews
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detailed explanations of the concept. In a further discussion on the suitability of RED criteria it was 
mentioned that the use of bio-based products could be monitored by the following two specific 
principles: No conversion of land with previously high carbo  stock and no use of raw materials 
obtained from land with hig  biodiversity such as primary forests or highly biodiverse grasslands. 
These aspects might be interesting issues that would s ecify the criterion “sustainable biomass” 
appropriately. 
Table 3. Relevance of selected ecolabel criteria for bio-based car components. 
Assessment Criteria 
R levance for 
Ecolabels 1 Assessment Criteria 
Rel vance for 
Ecolabels  
Sustainable biomass/bio-based 
content  
Fundamental pri ciples nd 
rights at work  
CO2 emissions  
 
Energy requirement during 
pro ction  
Toxicity  
 
Biomass utilization fficienc   
End-of-life options 
 
Life cycle values 
 
Fitness for use  Life cycle costs specifically  
Corporate s cial responsibility  
 
 
Lege d 
 
relevant in > 50% of the interviews
 
relevant in 50% of the interviews 
 
ot relevant in > 50% of he 
interviews 
 
alternatively, a suggestion for a 
modification was made 
Note: Interviewees also made specific additional suggests for criteria, in particular related to land use 
and use of water. 1 Side doors with interior cladding of composite materials using natural fibers such 
as flax, hemp, linen, and (a) bio-based resin; (b) mirror covers and turn signal covers made of bio-
based polyamides/PPT; a d (c) car interiors made of Polypropylene combined with natural fibers. 
As mentioned earlier, the origin of the material was ano her issue brought into the discussion. 
However, it was hi hlighted that the selection also depends on the availability of suitable material. 
An additional suggestio  w s t  com unica e the ype of f edstock. Specifically, a label such as the 
Vincotte with a fix and a variable part was considered while the variable p rt could, for example, 
provide information on the raw material. 
CO2 emissions should be mea ured in the var ous life ycl  stag s includi g pr duction, 
transport, u e and nd-of-lif . Regarding the end-of-life stag  in general, automotive applications 
require specific solutions. Recycling and incineration/en rgetic combustion are the key options. 
Regarding materials, which cannot b  recycled, it was highli h ed that energetic combustion must 
be preferred inste d of incineration. Furthermore, it was pointed out that not only recyclability is 
important. The possibil ty to separa e the bio-based parts is of particular importance. Other 
interviewees highlighted the need for energy as an important issue at this stage. They conducted a 
comparison between the disposal of carbon fibers, which requires significantly more energy than the 
disposal of bio-based fibers. 
The need for the toxicity criterion is a specific one. Composite materials, which cannot be 
recycled, need to be incinerated or used for energetic combustion. For this reason, toxicity is a 
particular end-of-life issue for car components of these specific materials.  
Specific discussions on the social criterion “fundamental principles and rights at work” led to 
the suggestion of an integration into the other social criterion “corporate social responsibility.” 
relevant in 50% of the interviews
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d tailed explanati ns of the concept. In a f r her discus i n on the suitability of RED criteria it was 
m ntione  that the use of bio-ba ed products could be mon tored by th  followi g two specific 
rinciples: No conver ion of land wi h previously hig  carbon stock and no use f r w materials 
obtai ed from land with high biodiversity such as primary forests or highly biodiverse grasslands. 
These aspects might be interesting issues that would spec fy the criterion “sustainable biomass” 
appropriately. 
Table 3. Relevance of selected colabel crite ia for io-based car components. 
Assess ent Criteria 
Relevance for 
Ecolabels 1 Assessment Criteria 
Relevance for 
Ecolabels  
Sustainable biomass/bio-based 
content  
F ndame tal pri ciples and 
rights at work  
CO2 emiss  
 
Energy requirement during 
production 
Toxicity  
 
Biomass utilization efficiency  
End-of-life options 
 
Life cycle values 
 
Fitness for use  Life cycle costs specifically  
Corporate social responsibility  
 
 
Legend 
 
relevant in > 50% of the interviews 
 
r l v t in 50% of the int rviews 
 
not relevant in > 50% of the 
interviews 
 
alterna iv ly, a sugge tion for a 
modification was made 
Note: Interviewees also made specific additi nal suggests for criteria, in particul r related to land use 
and use of water. 1 Side doors with interi r cladding of composite materials using natural fibers such 
as flax, hemp, linen, and (a) bio-based resin; (b) mirror covers and turn signal covers made of bio-
base  polyamides/PPT; and (c) car interiors made of Polypropylene combined with natural fibers. 
As m n ed earli r, the or gin of the material was nother s ue brought into the discussion. 
However, it was highlighted hat the selection also dep ds on the vailab li y of s itab  material. 
An addition l uggestion was to communi te the typ  of feedstock. Specifically, a label su h as the 
Vincotte with  ix and a variable p rt was c nsidered while th  variable p t c uld, f r example, 
provide information on t e raw ma ial.
CO2 missions sh uld be me su d in the var ous lif  cycle tages including prod cti ,
transport, us  nd end -life. Reg r ing he end-of-l f  s age i  general, u o otive applications
quire spec i  solution . R cycling and n in r on/energetic ombustion are the key options.
Reg ding mat rials, which c nnot  recycl d, it was hig l gh d that en rgeti  combustio ust
be pref rre  nst ad f incineration. Furtherm e, i was pointed out that not only recyclability is 
importa t. T  possibil y to s p rat  the bio-based parts is of par icula  impor ance. Other
i terview s highlighted the n ed for energy as an imp rtant issue at thi tage. They conduc ed a
comp i on be ween h disp sal of carbon fibers, which r quires significantly more energ  than the
disposal of b o-ba ed fibers.
Th  ed for th tox city cri eri n is a  ne. C mposite m te als, which anno  be
recycled, need t  be inc nerated or us d for energetic combu ti n. For this reason, toxicity is a
particular end-of-life issue for car components of these specific mat rials.  
Specific discussions on the social criterion “fundamental principles d rights at work” led to
the suggestion of an integ ation into the other social criterion “corporate social responsibility.” 
not relevant in > 50% of the interviews
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CO2 emissions sh uld be measured in the various life cycle stages including production, transport,
use and end- f-life. Regarding the end-of-life stage in general, automotive applications require specific
solutio s. Recycling and incineration/ener etic combusti n a e the key options. Regarding mate i ls,
which cannot be recycled, it was highlighted that energetic combustion must be preferred instead of
incineration. Furthermore, it was poi ted out that n t only ecyclability is importa t. The possibility
t separate the bio-b sed parts is of p rticular importanc . Other interviewees highlighted the eed
for e ergy s a important issue at this stage. They conducted a comparis between the disposal of
carbon fib rs, which requires signific ntly more energy tha t e di posal of bio-based fib rs.
The need for the toxicity criterion is a spe ific on . Composit materi ls, which cannot be recycled,
need to be inci r ted or used for energetic mbustion. For this rea on, toxicity is a particular
end-of-l f issue for car omp nents of th se specific materials.
S ecific discussi ns on the social criteri n “fundamental principles d rights at work” led to the
suggestion of an integrati n int th ot r so ial criterion “corporate social respo sibility.”
According to interview es opi ions, LCA, LCC ( nd also bioma s utilization fficiency) are
regarded as particular item for certificates for B2B markets; les for B2C markets. LCA information of
bio-based automotive interior panels of various materials are, for example, provided by [60].
Car manufacturers are obliged to pre are energy f ot rin information for each vehicle and
several experts stressed th potential useful ss of label information on LCA and LCC. However, it
s likely that suppliers certify individual parts only, for which the creation of separate data might
be diffi ult. A comparison for entire vehicles is regarded as chall ngi g, since vehicles can exhibit
many differences. Car compo en s are also ften exchangeable, which me ns that their lifetime differs
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from the lifetime of a “whole” car. For this reason, the realization of appropriate LCA and LCC show
the need for further research. We were recommended to specify the number of LCA criteria under
efficiency considerations. Specifically, it was suggested to consider the environmental criterion CO2
emissions only.
To summarize the findings in Table 3, key criteria for stakeholders of the automotive sector are
sustainable biomass, CO2 emissions, end-of-life issues and social responsibility, added by LCAs with
a specific focus on CO2 emissions. The interviewees also specified additional sustainability criteria,
which they regard as important: The extent of water use (in the production); the use of energy beyond
the production stage and the total use of nonrenewable energy.
The existence of bio-based materials leading to a weight reduction when replacing fossil-based
materials was highlighted specifically. This weight reduction also implies petrol consumption savings
which would justify an additional assessment criterion to highlight the advantages of bio-based car
components compared to traditional components. However, only LCAs addressing cars as a whole
would make this possible. A specific recommendation in this context referred to the facilitation of a
classification of cars regarding energy issues, as well as fuel consumption (which is to be optimized
also by characteristics of the material used in the production of the cars). Looking into the future,
interviewees also regard aircraft and public transport with bio-based components as conceivable.
Solutions Suggested by Interviewees
Regarding ecolabels in general, the implementation of a program such as BioPreferred [61] was
suggested. Specifically, a European register of bio-based products meeting selected sustainability
criteria was proposed. The implementation of such a register of certified bio-based products could
start with selected product categories only.
Regardless of having a national or European/international focus, the various existing private
labels do not address the needs of the market appropriately according to expert opinion. An
independent label is necessary. The development of one of the existing labels for such a solution
would be interesting, but its realization at the member state level is regarded as difficult. Therefore, a
European solution is suggested, at least for the public sector. Regarding an ecolabel for the automotive
industry specifically, interviewees stressed the importance of the interest by (more) manufacturers for
successfully establishing an ecolabel in the given area.
3.2.2. Regulatory Measures to Support Bio-based Automotive Applications
The current regulatory framework of bio-based car components includes, in particular, general
end-of-life regulations for cars, e.g., the End-of-Life Vehicles Directive (Directive 2000/53/EC) and
related national legislation such as the “Altautoverordnung” in Germany. Based on the directive, cars
are dismantled and separated into their different materials. However, current European and national
regulations are not specific enough for bio-based car components according to some interviewees.
Examples in this regard refer to various life cycle stages: The development of components with
appropriate characteristics, e.g., regarding recyclability, the use of energy for the production, and the
requirement to minimize the number of residues. Issues of recycling have to be considered as well.
They include, for example, questions on which material mix is possible and which bio-based material
can be recycled together with fossil products. It is also considered important to involve recycling
companies in these considerations. The usefulness of elements of the RED directive was discussed in
particular. Table 4 summarizes the results.
Four different views were observed: 1. These criteria are important; 2. these criteria are important
but could also be considered by a position paper of the car industry instead of a regulation; 3. the
adoption of the criteria is useful but the Member States shall have the opportunity to decide on the
adoption individually on a national level; and 4. the “regulatory burden” should be kept as low
as possible.
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As an example for the third view above, specific types of grassland were mentioned in interview C6,
which could be replaced for the cultivation of renewable raw materials without negative consequences.
The variety of the views requires further research. STAR-ProBio kept contact with the automotive
industry in this regard.
Table 4. Relevance of criteria of the Renewable Energy Directive in the case study on bio-based
car components.
Element of the RED Directive
Relevance for the Stakeholders
C1 C2 C3 C4/C5 C6
Greenhouse gas savings No (x) No (mainly an issue of fuels) x (x)
No use of areas converted from land
with previously high carbon stock No (x)
No 1
x (x)
No use of raw materials obtained
from land with high biodiversity No (x)
2 x (x) 3
1 Relevant but no need for further action because this is considered by ISCC PLUS already, 2 the topics are regarded
as relevant but a position paper of the car industry might be an instrument, which is regarded as to be more attractive
for these stakeholders, 3 see explanations in the text on exemptions.
An additional issue was raised within the interview topic “potential eco-label criteria on life cycle
assessment and life cycle cost.” The requirement of exemplary calculations by a European regulation
was suggested. This would help show the advantages of bio-based products from cradle to grave
and consider in particular the disadvantages of the disposal of carbon, which can be replaced by
bio-based alternatives.
3.2.3. Standards to Support Bio-based Automotive Applications
As an important prerequisite for standardization considerations in the automotive sector,
interviewees mentioned that this industry is an international one and needs common guidelines
for production processes worldwide. There are various standards for materials traditionally used
in this industry, for example, for steel and glass, addressing safety issues in particular. In addition,
there are standards for composite materials, which apply to bio-based composites as well. Regarding
sustainability issues of bio-based materials, the following standardization topics were discussed in the
interviews: Life cycle assessment, sustainable material flows, reduction of energy use, use of renewable
energy, minimization and appropriate use of residues, recyclability, social issues and life cycle cost. The
desired guidance refers in particular to the use of energy, renewable energy specifically, the appropriate
use of residues and recyclability while the complex specification of end-of-life measures may require
an additional standard.
3.3. Reflective Comparison of the Automotive Industry with other Bio-based Products
As described in Section 1, our study on the automotive industry belongs to a series of four
case studies, also including insulation material, food packages, and mulch film. As shown in
Table 5, the results of the automotive industry deviate from all the other sectors in relation to three
sustainability criteria.
In contrast to the automotive sector, the majority of the interviewees of the three other sectors
suggested to include fitness for use and energy requirement during production in the criteria list of
ecolabels for these products. Another contrast to the results from the automotive sector was that
biomass utilization efficiency received support by at least 50% of the interviewees from the other
industries/sectors.
The reason why most interviewees in the automotive sector suggested to exclude the item fit-ness
for use from ecolabel criteria catalogues is that this issue is assessed much earlier in the life cycle
of the car than ecolabelling takes place. Components, which do not meet necessary functionality
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requirements, are deselected early in the car design stage. By describing specific comparisons, it
was also highlighted that the energy balance of bio-based composites is better than the one of an
alternative carbon product. However, the different options to use renewable or nonrenewable energy
would require considerations. Regarding the biomass utilization efficiency criterion, interviewees
stressed that the high technical requirements, in particular on functional and exterior car components,
determine clearly which material and biomass is suitable. The material with optimal BMU values does
not necessarily have the characteristics/quality needed in the car industry. For this reason, the BMU
criterion has a lower priority although it cannot be ignored. The criterion “fundamental principles and
rights at work” was selected in the interviews on the other three areas of bio-based products while the
deviation is a marginal one. Interviewees of the automotive sector confirmed the importance of this
topic as well but suggested, for example, an assessment on the firm-level or the use of a composite
criterion on social aspects.
Table 5. Relevance of selected ecolabel criteria in the case studies.
Assessment Criteria
Relevance for Ecolabels for the Case Study Products According to Interviews
Bio-based Car Components 1 PLA/Food Packaging Mulch Films Insulation Materials
Sustainable
biomass/bio-based
content
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the suggestion of an integration into the other social criterion “corporate social responsibility.” 
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As mentioned earlier, the origin of the material was another issue brought into the discussion. 
However, it was highlighted that the selection also depends on the availability of suitable material. 
An additional suggestion was to communicate the type of feedstock. Specifically, a label such as the 
Vincotte with a fix and a variable part was considered while the variable part could, for example, 
provide information on the raw material. 
CO2 emissions should be measured in the various life cycle stages including production, 
transport, use and end-of-life. Regarding the end-of-life stage in general, automotive applications 
require specific solutions. Recycling and incineration/energetic combustion are the key options. 
Regarding materials, which cannot be recycled, it was highlighted that energetic combustion must 
be preferred instead of incineration. Furthermore, it was pointed out that not only recyclability is 
important. The possibility to separate the bio-based parts is of particular importance. Other 
interviewees highlighted the need for energy as an important issue at this stage. They conducted a 
comparison between the disposal of carbon fibers, which requires significantly more energy than the 
disposal of bio-based fibers. 
The need for the toxicity criterion is a specific one. Composite materials, which cannot be 
recycled, need to be incinerated or used for energetic combustion. For this reason, toxicity is a 
particular end-of-life issue for car components of these specific materials.  
Specific discussions on the social criterion “fundamental principles and rights at work” led to 
the suggestion of an integration into the other social criterion “corporate social responsibility.” 
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detailed explanations of the concept. In a further discussion on the suitability of RED criteria it was 
mentioned that the use of bio-based products could be monitored by the following two specific 
principles: No conversion of land with previously high carbon stock and no use of raw materials 
obtained from land with high biodiversity such as primary forests or highly biodiverse grasslands. 
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as flax, hemp, linen, and (a) bio-based resin; (b) mirror covers and turn signal covers made of bio-
based polyami es/PPT; and (c) car i t riors de of Polypropylen  combined ith natural fibers. 
As mentioned earlier, the origin of the material was another issue brought into the discussion. 
However, it was highlighted that the selection also depends on the availability of suitable material. 
An additional suggestion was to communicate the type of feedstock. Specifically, a label such as the 
Vincotte with a fix and a variable part was considered while the variable part could, for example, 
provide information on the raw material. 
CO2 emissions should be measured in the various life cycle stages including production, 
transport, use and end-of-life. Regarding the end-of-life stage in general, automotive applications 
require specific solutions. Recycling and incineration/energetic combustion are the key options. 
Regarding materials, which cannot be recycled, it was highlighted that energetic combustion must 
be preferred instead of incineration. Furthermore, it was pointed out that not only recyclability is 
important. The possibility to separate the bio-based parts is of particular importance. Other 
interviewees highlighted the need for energy as an important issue at this stage. They conducted a 
comparison between the disposal of carbon fibers, which requires significantly more energy than the 
disposal of bio-based fibers. 
The need for the toxicity criterion is a specific one. Composite materials, which cannot be 
recycled, need to be incinerated or used for energetic combustion. For this reason, toxicity is a 
particular end-of-life issue for car components of these specific materials.  
Specific discussions on the social criterion “fundamental principles and rights at work” led to 
the suggestion of an integration into the other social criterion “corporate social responsibility.” 
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Not : Interviewees also made pecifi  add tio al suggests for criteria, in particular related to land use 
and use of water. 1 Side doors with interior cladding of composite materials using natural fibers such 
as flax, hemp, line , and (a) bio-based resin; (b) mirror covers an  turn signal covers made of bio-
based polyami es/PPT; and (c) car i teriors de f Polypropylene c mbi ed with natural fibers. 
As mentioned earlier, the origin of the mat rial was a other issue brought into the discussion. 
However, it wa  highlighted that the selection also depends on the availability of suitable material. 
A  additi nal suggestion was to c mmunicate the type of feedstock. Specifically, a label such as the 
Vincotte with  fix nd a variable part was considered while the variable part could, for example, 
provide information on the raw material. 
CO2 e is ions should be measur d in the various life cycle stages including production, 
transport, use and end-of-life. Regarding the end-of-life stage in general, automotive applications 
require specific solutions. Recycli g and incineration/energetic combustion are the key options. 
Regarding mat rials, which cannot be recycled, it was highlighted that energetic combustion must 
be pref red instead of incineration. Fur hermore, i was point d out that not only recyclability is 
important. The possibility to separa e the bio-based parts is of particular importance. Other 
interview es highlighted the need for energy s an important issue at this st ge. They conducted a 
compari on betwee  the disposal of carbon fibers, which requires significantly more energy than the 
disposal of bio-based fibers. 
The need f r the toxi ity crit rion is a specific one. C mposite materials, which cannot be 
re ycled, need to be incinerat d or used f r energetic combusti n. For this reason, toxicity is a 
particular end-of-life is ue for car compo en s of these specific m terials.  
Specific discussions on the social criterion “fundamental principles and rights at work” led to 
the suggestion of an integration nto the other social crite ion “corporate social responsibility.” 
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Regarding materials, which cannot be recycled, it was highlighted that energetic combustion must 
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Note: Interviewees also made specific additional suggests for criteria, in particular related to land use 
and use of water. 1 Side doors with interior cladding of composite materials using natural fibers such 
as flax, hemp, linen, and (a) bio-based resin; (b) mirror covers and turn signal covers made of bio-
based polyamides/PPT; and (c) car i t riors made of Polypropylen  co bined ith natural fibers. 
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be preferr d instead of inciner ti . Furtherm re, it was point d ut t at not ly recycl bility is 
important. The po sibility to separate the bio-based p rts is f parti lar imp rtance. Other 
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comparison between the disposal of carbon fibers, which requires significantly more energy than the 
disposal of bio-based fibers. 
The need for the toxicity criterion is a specific one. Composite materials, which cannot be 
recycled, need to be incinerated or used for energetic combustion. For this reason, toxicity is a 
particular end-of-life issue for car components of these specific materials.  
Specific discussions on the social criterion “fundamental principles and rights at work” led to 
the suggestion of an integration into the other social criterion “corporate social responsibility.” 
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interview es highlig ted the need for n r y s an important i ue at this stag . They conducted a 
compari on betwee  the disposal of carbon fibers, which requires significantly more energy than the 
disposal of bio-based fibers. 
The need f r the toxi ity crit rion is a specific one. Composite materials, which cannot be 
re ycled, need to be incinerat d or used f r energetic combusti n. For this reason, toxicity is a 
particular end-of-life is ue for car compo en s of these specific m terials.  
Specific discussions on the social criterion “fundamental principles and rights at work” led to 
the suggestion of an integration nto the other social crite ion “corporate social responsibility.” 
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detailed xplanations of the concep . In a further disc ssion n the su ab lity of RED criteria it was 
mentio ed that the se of bio-bas d products could be m nitored by the following two specific 
princ ples: N  conve sion f land with p eviously high carbon stock and no use of raw materials 
obtained from la  w h hig iv rsity such as pr mary fo sts or highly biodiverse grassl s. 
Thes  aspect  might be inte esting is es th  w uld specify he r terion “sustainable biomass” 
appropriately. 
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N te: Int rviewees also made specific addit ona  suggests for c iteria, in p rticular related to land use 
and use water. 1 S de doors with interi  cladding of composite material using natural fibers such 
as flax, hemp, linen, and a bio-based r sin; (b) mirr r covers and turn signal covers made of bio-
based polyami es/PPT; and (c) car inte iors de of Polypropyle e co bined with atural fibers. 
As m n oned e rli r, th origi  f the material w s a ther iss e br ght to the di cussion.
How ver, it was igh ig t d that the elec ion al o d pends on the v ilability of suitable material.
An dditional sugg s ion as to o municat  th  type f f edstock. Specifi lly, a lab l such as the
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CO2 emissi n  s ould b  m asur d i   vari u life cycle stages including production,
tra sp rt, us  and end-o -lif . Re rding th  end-of-l fe stage in g nera , aut mo ve applications
require sp cifi  solutions. R ycl ng d in inerati n/e erge ic combu tion ar th  key option . 
Regar i g mater al , wh h cann t be r cycl d, it wa highl d that en rgetic c mbustio  must
be p f r d in ead f i cine ti n. Furth r r , i  w s pointed ut th t not only recyclability i  
important. The o sib lity to epar t  the bio-based parts is of particular importance. Other 
i terview es highlighted the n ed for n rgy as a  imp r nt is u  at this stag . They conducted a 
c mpari on between th  d spo al of arb n fibers, w h requires significantly more energy than the 
disposal of bio-based fibers. 
The need for the toxic y riterion is a s e ific ne. Composite materials, which cannot be 
recycled, need t  be incinerated or used f r energetic combustion. For this reason, toxicity is a 
partic lar end-of-life issue for car com nents of these specific aterial .  
Specific discussions on th  soci l cri erion “fundamental principles and rights at work” led to 
the suggestion of an integrati n into the ther social criterion “corporate social responsibility.” 
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detailed xplanat ons of the oncept. In  further discussion n the su ab lity of RED criteria it was 
e ti tha  the use of bio-based products could be m nitored by the following two specific 
p inc ple : N  co version of land with p eviously high ca bon stock and no use of raw materials 
obta ed rom land w h hig biodiv rsity such a  pr mary f sts or highly biodiverse grasslands. 
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as flax, hemp, linen, and a bio-based r sin; (b) mirr r covers and turn signal covers made of bio-
ba ed poly mi e /PPT; a d (c) car inte iors de o  Polypropyle e co bined with atural fibers. 
As t oned e rlier, rigi  f the mat rial w s a ther iss e br ght to the discussion.
How ver, it was h ig ted that the se ec i n also d pe ds on the vailability of suitable material.
An additi nal suggestio  was t o municate th  type f feed tock. Specifi lly, a lab l such as the
V nc tte with a fix nd a vari b  part w s n id  while th var able par  could, for xampl ,
p ovi e informati n o  the raw material. 
CO2 missi n  s o ld b  me sur d in th  va i u  l fe cycle stages including production,
tr sp rt, us  and end- -lif . Re arding th  end-of-l fe stage in g nera , aut motive applications
requir sp cifi  olutions. Re ycl ng a d incineration/e ergetic combustion ar the key options. 
R gard g material , wh can t be r cycled, i  a highl ed that energetic c mbustion must
be p f r d ins ead f i cine tion. Further r , i  was pointed ut th t not only recyclability is 
importa t. The po sibility to s t  the bio-based parts is of particular importance. Other 
i t rview e highlighted he n e for nergy as an imp r nt issu  at this stag . They conducted a 
compariso  between the d spo al of rbon fibers, wh h requir s significantly more energy than the 
disposal of bio-based fibers. 
The ne d or th toxicity riterion is a s ecific o e. Composite materials, which cannot be 
recycled, ed t  be incinerated or u ed for energetic combustion. For this reason, toxicity is a 
partic lar end-of-life issue for car com onents of these pecific aterial .  
Specific discussio s on the soci l cri erion “fundamental principles and rights at work” led to 
the suggestion of an integrati n nto the th r s cial criterion “corporate social responsibility.” 
Fundamental principles
and rights at work
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detailed explanations of the concept. In a further discussion on the suitabil ty of RED riteria it was 
mentioned that the use of bio-based products could be monitored by the following two pecific 
principles: No conversion of land with previously high carbon tock and no use of raw mat rials 
obtained from land with high biodiversity such as primary forests or highly biod verse gr sslands. 
These aspects might be interesting issues that would specify the criterion “sustainable biomass” 
appropriately. 
Table 3. Relevance of selected ecolabel criteria for bio-ba ed car components. 
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Legend 
 
relevant in > 50% of the interviews 
 
relevant in 50% of the interviews 
 
not relevant in > 50% of the 
interviews 
 
alternatively,  suggestion for a 
modification was ade 
Note: Interviewees also made specific additional suggests for criteria, in particular related to land use 
and use of water. 1 Side doors with interior cladding of composite materials using natural fibers such 
as flax, hemp, linen, and (a) bio-based resin; (b) mirror covers and turn signal covers made of b o-
based polyamides/PPT; and (c) car interiors made of Polypropylene combined with na ural fibers. 
As mentioned earlier, the origin of the material was another i sue brought in  the discu s . 
However, it was highlighted that the selection also depends  the availability of sui able materi l. 
An additional suggestion was to communicate the type of feedstock. Specifically, a la el such as th  
Vincotte with a fix and a variable part was considered w ile the variabl  part could, for exa ple, 
provide information on the raw material. 
CO2 emissions should be measured in the various life ycle stages including producti , 
transport, use and end-of-life. Regarding the end-of-life stage in general, automotive appli ati s 
require specific solutions. Recycling and incineration/energetic c mbustio  r  the key opti ns. 
Regarding materials, which cannot be recycled, it was highlighted that energetic combustion ust 
be preferred instead of incineration. Furthermore, it was pointed out that not o ly recyclabilit  is 
important. The possibility to separate the bio-based parts is of par icular importanc . Other 
interviewees highlighted the need for energy as an im rtant issue t this stage. They conducted  
comparison between the disposal of carbon fibers, which requir s significan ly more energy than the 
disposal of bio-based fibers. 
The need for the toxicity criterion is a specific one. Composite mate ials, which can t be 
recycled, need to be incinerated or used for energetic combustion. For this reason, toxici y s a 
particular end-of-life issue for car components of these specific materi ls.  
Specific discussions on the social criterion “fundamental principles and rights at work” led to 
the suggestion of an integration into the other social criterion “corporate social responsibility.” 
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detailed expla at ons of the concept. In a further discussion on the suitability of RED riteri  it wa
mentio ed that the e of bio-base p od cts cou d be mon t ed by t e following two sp c fic
principl : N  conversion of land with eviously high carbon sto k and no se of raw material
obtained fro land with high bi diversity such as primary fo st  or highly biodiverse grassla ds. 
These aspects might be interesting issues that would specify the riterion “sustainable biomass” 
appropriately. 
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Note: Interviewe s also made specific additional su gests for criteria, in particular related to land use 
a  use of water. 1 Side doors with i te i r cla i g of comp site materials u in  natu al f b rs uch 
as flax, hemp, linen, and (a) bio-based resin; (b) mirror covers a d turn s gnal covers made of bio-
based polyamid /PPT; and (c) ar interiors ade of Polypr pylene mbined with natural fib rs. 
As m ti n d arlier, the rigin of th m erial w  a ot r i s e br ght into the disc s ion. 
Howev r, it w s highlighte  t th  s lec ion also d pe s on the v il bility of su table m te ial. 
An addition l ggestion as t  communicate the typ  of fe dstock. Sp c fically, a label such as the 
Vincott  with a fi  and a vari ble part was co s der d w ile the va i ble part could, fo  example  
pr vid  information on the r w material.
CO2 emissi ns should be meas re  i  the various life y le tag s in luding produ tion,
tr nsport, use and nd-of-life. R gard ng the en - f-life stage in ge r l, automotive pplications 
require specific s lutions. Re ycli g a d inciner ti / er tic c m u tion a e the key pti ns.
Re a di g ter als, wh ch c nnot be recycled, it as high ghted that energetic combustion must
be pr ferr instead of nci eration. Furthermore, it was point d ou at ot only recyclability is
mportant. The p ssibility t  separ te the bio-b s d pa ts i of particular importan e. Other
int rviewe s highlighted the need for energy as an important issue at this stage. They conducted a 
comparison b tween the disposal f carbon f bers, which require  sign fica tly more nergy than th
disposal of bio-bas d fibers. 
The nee  for the toxicity crit rion is a specific on . C po ite at r als, which cannot be
recycled, nee  to b cinerat d or used for energetic combustion. For this rea on, toxicity is a
particular end- -lif  issue for ar c mponent  of these specific mate i ls.  
Specific discussions on the social criterion “fundamental principles and rights at work” led to 
the suggestion of an integration into the other social criterion “corporate social responsibility.” 
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de ailed xpla ations of he concept. In  furt er discus ion n the su b li y of RED riteri  it wa
mentio ed that the  of bio-base p oducts c uld b  m nit d by t e following two sp c fic
princ ples: N  conve sion of la d with p eviously high carbon sto k and no se of raw material
obtain d fro la d w h hig bi iversity such as pr mary fo st  or highly biodiverse grassla ds. 
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appropriately. 
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as flax, hemp, lin n, and a  bio-bas d r sin; (b) mirror covers a d turn s gnal covers made of bio-
based polyamid /PPT; and (c) ar inte iors ade of Polypropylene ombined with natural fib rs. 
As me ioned earlier, the rig n of th m eri l wa  a oth r iss e br ught into the disc s ion. 
Howev r, it w s igh ighted t th  selectio also dep nds on th  v il bility of suitable m te ial. 
An additional suggestion as t co municate the typ  of feedstock. Specifically, a label such as the 
Vincot  wit  a fix a d a variabl  part was consider d while the vari ble part could, fo  example  
provid  inf rmation on the r w material. 
CO2 emission  should b  meas re  i  th  variou  lif  y le tag s n luding production,
tr sp rt, us  and nd-of-lif . R g ding the e d- f-life stage in g r , aut motive pplications 
quire specifi  oluti ns. R cycl g a d ciner ti n/ nerg tic c mbu tion are the key ptions.
Rega d g mat ri ls, wh h cannot be recycled, it as highlighted th t energetic combustion must
 preferr d instead of incine tion. Furthermore, it w s pointed ou t not only recyclability is
important. The poss bility t  separ te the bio-based parts i of particular importan e. Other
intervi w es highlighted the need for energy as an impor nt issu  at this stage. They conducted a 
comparison betw en the dispo al f arbon f bers, wh h r quire  sign fi tly more energy than th
disp sal of bio-bas d fibers. 
Th nee for the toxicity rit rion s a s ecific on . C posite mat r a s, which cannot be
ecycled, nee  t  be i c erat d or used for energ tic combustion. For this rea on, toxicity is a
partic lar end- -lif issue for ar c m onents of thes pecific ate ls.  
Specific discussions on the soci l cri erion “fundamental principles and rights at work” led to 
the suggestion of an integrati n into the ther social criterion “corporate social responsibility.” 
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mentio d t at the use f bio-b ed p oduct  c uld b  m nitor d by t e following two sp cific
pr nc pl s: N  c nversion of and with p eviously high ca bon sto k and no se of raw materials
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a d use of water. 1 S d doors w th i teri r clad ing of composite ma erial usin  natural fibers uch 
as flax, hemp, lin n, and a  bio-bas d r sin; (b) mirr r cov s and turn s gnal covers made of bio-
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A e ioned arlier, the rigin of th  m eri wa  another iss e brought into the disc s ion. 
How v r, it w s igh ight d th t t e se c i n also d p nds on th  v il bility of suitable m terial. 
An additional suggestio  was to co municate the type of feedstock. Specifically, a label such as the 
Vincott  with a fix a d a variabl  part was nsidered wh le the variable part could, fo  example  
p ovide information n th r w mate al. 
CO2 emi io should b  e sure  i  t  va iou  l f  y le stages ncluding production,
tra s rt, us  and nd-of-lif . Reg rding th e d-of-life stage in g n ra , aut motive applications 
r q ire specifi  soluti s. R ycl g a d cine tion/ nerg tic c mbu tion are the key options.
R ga ding m t ri s, wh  c not be r cycled, it as highlighted th t energetic combustion must
be p ef r d i s ead of inc ne tion. Furthermore, it was pointed ou t not only recyclability is
important. The possibility t  se te the bio-based parts i of particular importance. Other
int rvi w e  highlighted he n ed for energy as an impor nt issu  at this stage. They conducted a 
comparison betw en the dispo al of r on fibers, wh h r quir s signifi tly more energy than th
disposal of bio-based fibers. 
Th nee  or th toxicity rit rion s a s ecific o . C posite materia s, which cannot be
recycl d, e t  be incine at d or used for energ tic combustion. For this rea on, toxicity is a
parti la end- -l f  is ue f  a  c m onent  of thes  pecific ate ls.  
Specific discussio s on the soci l cri erion “fundamental principles and rights at work” led to 
the suggestion of an integrati n into the th r s cial criterion “corporate social responsibility.” 
Energy requirement
during production
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detailed explanations of the concept. In a further discussion on the suitability of RED criteria it was 
mentioned that the use of bio-based products could be monitored by the following two specific 
principles: No conversion of land with previously high carbon stock and no use of raw materials 
obtained from land with high biodiversity such as primary forests or highly biodivers  grasslands. 
These aspects might be interesting issues that would specify the criterion “sust ina le biomass” 
appropriately. 
Table 3. Relevance of selected colabel criteria for bio-ba ed car components. 
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not relevant in > 50% f the 
interviews 
 
alternatively,  suggestion for a 
modific tio  was ade 
Note: Interviewees also made specific additional sugg sts for criteria, in particular relat d to land use 
and use of water. 1 Side doors with interior cladding of composite material  using na ural fibers such 
as flax, hemp, linen, and (a) bio-based resin; (b) mirror covers and turn signal covers made of bio-
based polyamides/PPT; and (c) car interiors made of Poly r pylene combi e  with natural fibe s. 
As mentioned earlier, the origin of the material was another issue brou ht into the discussion. 
However, it was highlighted that the selection also d pends on the av ila ility of su table mat ial. 
An additional suggestion was to communicate the type f feedstock. Specifically, a label such as the 
Vincotte with a fix and a variable part was considered while the variable pa t could,  xampl , 
provide information on the raw material. 
CO2 emissions should be measured in the variou  ife cycle stages including pro uction, 
transport, use and end-of-life. Regarding the end-of-life stage in general, automotiv  applications 
require specific solutions. Recycling and incineration/en rgetic combustion a e th  key opti s. 
Regarding materials, which cannot be recycled, it was highlighted that energetic ombusti  must 
be preferred instead of incineration. Furthermore, it was pointe  out that n t only recyclability is 
important. The possibility to separate the bio-based parts s of partic l r importanc . Other 
interviewees highlighted the need for energy as an important issue at this stage. They conducted a 
comparison between the disposal of carbon fibers, which requires significantly more energy than the 
disposal of bio-based fibers. 
The need for the toxicity criterion is a specific one. Composite materials, which cannot be 
recycled, need to be incinerated or used for energetic combustion. For this reason, toxicity is a 
particular end-of-life issue for car components of these specific materials.  
Specific discussions on the social criterion “fundamental principles and rights at work” led to 
the suggestion of an integration into the other social criterion “corporate social responsibility.” 
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As mentione  arlier, the ori in of t  material was another issue ro ht int  the discussio . 
Howev , it wa  highlighted that the selection also d pe ds on the avail bility f suitable material. 
An ad itional gge tion was to communicate the ty e of feedstock. Specifically, a label such s the 
Vincotte with a fi  and  variable part was considered while the variabl  p t could, for example, 
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mporta t. The p sibility t  sep ra e t bi -based parts i  of particular im tance. Oth r
interviewe s highlighted the need for energy as an important issue at this stage. They conducted a 
comparison between the disposal of carbon fibers, whic  requires sig ificantly more energy than the 
disposal of bio-based fibers. 
The need for the toxicity criterion is a specific one. Composite materials, which cannot be 
recycled, need to be ncinerated or used for energetic combustion. For this reason, toxicity is a 
particular end-of-life issue for car components of these specific materials.  
Specific discussions on the social criterion “fundamental principles and rights at work” led to 
the suggestion of an integration into the other social criterion “corporate social responsibility.” 
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de ailed xplanations of the concept. In a further discussion n the su ab lity of RED criteria it was 
mentioned that the use of bio-based products could be m nitored by the following two specific 
princ ples: No conversion of land with p eviously high carbon stock and no use of raw materials 
obtained from land w h hig biodiver ity s ch as pr mary forests or highly biodiverse grassla ds. 
The  aspect  ight be interesting issues tha  would specify he crit rio “sustainable biomass” 
appropriately. 
Tab  3. Relev c o  select d label crit r a or bio-based car co pon nts. 
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rel va t in > 50% of the interviews 
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altern tiv y a suggestion fo  a 
modificati n was made 
Note: In e viewee  also mad  pecific ad it onal suggests for c iteria, in p tic lar r lated to land u e 
and use of water. 1 S e doors with i ter r cladding of composite materi l using natural fibers such 
as fl x, he p, linen, an bio-b ed r sin; ( ) mirror c vers an  turn signal covers made of bio-
ase  poly mid s/PPT; and (c) car n e iors ade of Polypropyl n  combined wi h natural fibers.
As mentione arlier, the ori in of t e aterial was another issue br ht int  the discussio . 
Howev , it wa  igh ighted that the selection also depe ds on the vail ilit  f suitable material. 
An ad itional sugge tion was to communicate the type of feedstock. Specifically, a label such as the 
Vincotte with a fix and a variabl  part was considered while the variable p rt could, for example, 
provide inf rmatio  on t e raw mat rial. 
CO2 emission  should e measured in the variou  life cycle stages i cluding production, 
tr sp rt, use a d end- f-lif . Rega di g the end-of-life stage in g era , aut motive applications 
qui  specifi  sol tions. R cycl ng a  i cinerati n/energetic combustion are the key options. 
R garding m terials, whi h c nnot b  recy led, it as highlighted th t e ergetic combustion must 
e pref rred in t d f in i e ati . Furthermore, it w s pointed out th t ot only recycl bility is 
important. The p sibility t  sep rate t bio-b s d p rts i  of particular im tance. Oth r
interview es highlighted the need for energy as an impor nt issu  at this stage. They conducted a 
comparison between the d spo al of arbo  fibers, wh  requires significantly more energy than the 
disposal of bio-based fibers. 
The need for the toxicity riterion is a s ecific one. Composite materials, which cannot be 
recycled, need t  be incinerated or used for energetic combustion. For this reason, toxicity is a 
partic lar end-of-life issue for car com onents of these specific materials.  
Specific discussions on the soci l cri erion “fundamental principles and rights at work” led to 
the suggestion of an integrati n into the ther social criterion “corporate social responsibility.” 
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detailed xplanations of the concept. In a further discussion n the su ab lity of RED criteria it was 
entioned that the use of bio-based products could be m nitored by the following two specific 
princ ples: No conversion of land with p eviously high ca bon stock and no use of raw materials 
obta ned from land w h hig biodiversity s ch a  pr mary forests or highly biodiverse grasslands. 
Th  aspect ight be inter sting issues tha  would specify he crit rion “sustainable biomass” 
appropri tely. 
Tab  3. Relev n of select d label crit r  or bio-based car components. 
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N te: Int rvi wee  also mad  spec f ad it onal suggests for c iteria, in p ticular related to land use 
and use of water. 1 S de doors w th interi r cladding of composite materi l using natural fibers such 
as flax, p, linen, an a  bi -b e  r sin; (b) mirr r covers an  turn signal covers made of bio-
ba ed poly mid s/PPT; a d (c) car te iors ade o  Polypropylene combined wi h natural fibers. 
As entione arlier, the ori in f t  aterial was another issue br ht int  the discussio . 
H w v , it wa  igh ighted that the se ecti  also d pe ds on the vail ilit  f suitable material. 
An ad itional sugge tion was to comm nicate the type f feedstock. Specifically, a label such as the 
Vi cotte with a fix and a variabl  part was nsidered while the variable p rt could, for example, 
p ovide inf rm tio  on t  raw material. 
CO2 emission  should be me sured in t e va iou  l fe cycle stages including production, 
t a sp rt, us  and end- f-lif . Rega di g the end-of-life stage in g era , aut motive applications 
quir  specifi  sol ti n . R ycl ng a  incinerati n/energetic combustion are the key options. 
R garding m terial , wh  cannot be recy led, it as highlighted th t e ergetic combustion must 
be p ef red in e d f inci e ati n. Furthermore, it w s pointed out th t not only recyclability is 
i ortant. The possibility t  se ate t  bio-b s d p rts is of particular importance. Other
int rview e  highlighted he ed for energy as an impor nt issu  at this stage. They conducted a 
comparison between the d spo al of rbo  fibers, wh h requir s significantly more energy than the 
disposal of bio-based fibers. 
The need or th toxicity riterion is a s ecific o e. Composite materials, which cannot be 
recycled, n ed t  be incinerated or used for energetic combustion. For this reason, toxicity is a 
partic lar end-of-life issue for car com onents of these specific materials.  
Specific discussio s on the soci l cri erion “fundamental principles and rights at work” led to 
the suggestion of an integrati n into the th r s cial criterion “corporate social responsibility.” 
Biomass utilization
efficiency
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detailed explanations of the concept. In a further di cussion on he sui abili y of RED criteria it was
mentioned that the use of bio-based products could be monitored by the following two sp cific 
principles: No conversion of land with previously high carbon stock and no use of raw materials 
obtained from land with high biodiversity such as primary for sts or highly biodiv rse grasslands. 
These aspects might be interesting issues that would specify the criterion “sustainable bi mass” 
appropriately. 
Table 3. Relevance of selected ecolabel criteria for bio-based car components. 
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CO2 emissions  
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Biomass utilization efficiency  
End-of-life options 
 
Life cycle values 
 
Fitness for use  Life cycle costs specifically  
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Legend 
 
relevant in > 50% of th  interviews 
 
relevant in 50% of the intervie s 
 
not relevant in > 50% of the 
interviews 
 
alternativ ly,  suggestion for a 
modific tion was ma e 
Note: Interviewees also made specific additional suggests for criteria, in p rticular related to l nd use 
and use of water. 1 Side doors with interior cladding of c mposit  materi ls using natural fibers such 
as flax, hemp, linen, and (a) bio-based resin; (b) mirror covers and turn signal covers made of bio-
based polyamides/PPT; and (c) car interiors made of P lypropylene combined with nat ral fib rs. 
As mentioned earlier, the origin of the material wa another issu  brough int  the iscussi n. 
However, it was highlighted that the selection also depends on the vailabil y of suitable m t al.
An additional suggestion was to communicate the type of fee st ck. S ecifically, a abel such s th  
Vincotte with a fix and a variable part was considered wh le the variable part oul , f  exa ple, 
provide information on the raw material. 
CO2 emissions should be measured in th  various life cycl  stages including pr ducti , 
transport, use and end-of-life. Regarding the end-of-life stage in en r l, utomot ve pplicatio s 
require specific solutions. Recycling and incineration/ener etic combu i  are th k y opt on . 
Regarding materials, which cannot be recycled, i  was highlighte  that e ergetic co bus i n must 
be preferred instead of incineration. Furthermore, it was pointed out that n t only c clability s 
important. The possibility to separate the bio-based parts is f ticular mpor nc . Other 
interviewees highlighted the need for energy as an importa t issu  at this stage. Th y onduct  
co parison between the disposal of carbon fibers, which requir s ign icantly m re nergy th  the 
disposal of bio-based fibers. 
The need for the toxicity criterion is a s ecific one. Composi e m terials, w ich can  be 
recycled, need to be incinerated or used for energet combu tion. For his r ason, t xici y is a 
particular end-of-life issue for car co ponents of thes  speci ic ma rials.  
Specific discussions on the social criteri n “fundam ntal princi les and rights at wo k” led to 
the suggestion of an integration into the other soci l criterion “corporate social respo ibility.” 
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detailed expl nations of the concept. In a further discussion on the suit bility of RED rit ria it wa
menti ned that the use of bio-base products c uld be mon tored by t e following tw  sp c fic
principles: No conver io  of land with previously high carbon sto k and no se of raw mat rial
obtai d fr m la d with high biodiversity such as primary for sts or highly biodiverse g assla ds. 
These aspects might be interesting issues that would specify the criterion “sustainabl  biomass” 
ap ropriately. 
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Note: Intervi w es also m de s cific ad ition l s ggests for crit ria, i par cul  r lated to land us  
a d se of wat r. 1 Side doors with i te i r cla ng of co p site materi ls us n natural fi er  such 
as flax, hemp, line , a d (a) bio-b sed r si ; (b) mirror covers and turn signal c vers made of bio-
based polyamid /PPT; and (c) car interiors ade of Polypropylen  combin d with natural fibers. 
As me tioned arl er, he rigin of the m erial was a o h r is ue br ght into the discus ion.
Howev r, it w s h ligh ed at t e s l c ion also d e s on the v ilability of t bl  m e ial.
An add ti al sugges ion was to c mmunicate th  typ  of f d tock. Sp c fically, a lab l suc  s
Vinc tte with a fix and  variable part was cons dered w ile the vari ble part could, fo  example
pr v de information on the raw material. 
CO2 emissi ns should b  meas r  n th  va ous li  y le s ag s incl d g product on,
tr nsport, use and nd-of-life. R garding th - f-lif tage i general, automotive pplications
r quire spe ific soluti . R cycli g nd i ineration/energetic c mbustio a e th k y opti ns.
R a di g materi ls, wh ch ca n t be recycled, it was igh ghted th t en rgeti c mbusti n must 
be pr ferred instead of incineration. Furthermore, it was point d ou at ot only recyclability is
important. The possibility t  separ te the bio-bas d parts i of particular importan e. Other
interviewees highlighted the need for energy as an important issue at this stage. They conducted a 
comparison betwee  the disposal f carbon f bers, which require  sign fica tly more nergy than th
disposal of bio-bas d fibers. 
The nee  for the toxicity criterion is a specific on . Co posite at r als, which cannot be 
recycled, nee  to be i cinerat d or used for energetic combustion. For this rea on, toxicity is a
particular end- -lif  issue for car c mponent  of these specific mate i ls.  
Specific discussions on the social criterion “fundamental principles and rights at work” led to 
the suggestion of an integration into the other social criterion “corporate social responsibility.” 
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detailed xplanations of th concep . In a f rther d cussio on e ui b li y of RED cri i it wa  
mentioned that the use of bio-bas d pr ducts could be onito ed by the follo ing two spec fic 
princ ples: No onversion f land with previously high carbon stock and no use of raw material  
obtained from land with high b odiver ity such as primary for sts o  highly biodiv se gr slands. 
These aspects might be inte esting is s th t w uld specify t  criterion “s stainable biomass” 
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Note: Int rviewees also m de pecific additio a  suggests for rit ria, in p rticular related to l  use 
and use water. 1 Side doors with interio  cladding of c mposit  materi ls usi g natural fibers su h 
as flax, hemp, linen, and (a) bio-based resin; (b) mirr r covers and turn signal covers made of bio-
base  polyamides/PPT; a d (c) car i teriors made of P l ropyle e combined with nat ral fib rs. 
As m ntioned earlier, the or gin f the ma erial was another i su  brough  i to the di ussion.
However, it as highlight d that the selection also epen s on he vailability of uit ble mat i . 
An dditional sugg stio  was to o municat  the typ  of f e st ck. Sp cific lly, a abel such as he 
Vincotte with a fix a d a variable art w s consid red wh le the variabl  part coul , for xa ple, 
provide information on the raw materi l. 
CO2 missio  should be m asured i  h  various lif  cycl  t g s ncl din  pr duc io , 
transport, use and end-of-life. R g rding t  end-of life tag  in en ral, utomo ve applic tions
requir  sp cific sol tions. Re ycling a i cin r io /e er etic combu ti  ar  h  k opt s. 
Regar ing mater als, whi h cann t be recycled, i was ig ligh  ha  en ge ic co bus must
be p efe r d in tead f inc eratio . Furtherm re, it was inted out that ot only r c clabili y is 
important. Th ossib lity to s p t th  bi -based par is f part cul r mp rt e. Ot er
inte view es highlight th   for nergy as a  importa t ue t thi  stage. They co ducted a
c mpari on between th di posal of arb n fibers, w ich requi s ig i ic ntly m re rgy h n the 
disposal of bio-b s d fibers. 
The n d for the toxic y crite  is  s e ific . C m sit  ma eria s, which c no  be 
recycled, n ed to be inci erate  or used f r e erget co bu tion. For this re son, t x city is 
particular nd-of-life issue for car comp ne ts f thes  sp ci ic ma ial .  
Specific discussions on th  s cial criterio  “fundam ntal p inciples and rig ts at work” led to 
the sugge tion of an integration int  the ot er soci l criterion “corporate social responsibility.” 
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d tailed explanat ons of the con ept. In  f rther discussion n the suit bili y of RED crit ria it wa
entioned that th use f bio-based p oduct  c uld be monitor d by t e following tw  specific
principl s: No conversion of land with previously high ca bon sto k and no se of raw mat rials
obta ne  fr m la d with high biodiversity s ch a  primary for sts or highly biodiverse grasslands. 
Th s  aspects might be inter sting iss es that would specify the crit rion “sustainable biomass” 
appropriately. 
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Note: I terviewe s also mad  specifi  ad itio al s ggests f r crit ria, in particular related to land use 
and use of a er. 1 Sid doo s w t  i t i r cla ng of composite materi l  usin  natural fi ers such 
as flax, h mp, linen, a d (a) bio- ased resi ; (b) mirr r covers a d turn signal covers made of bio-
ba ed polyamid s/PPT; a d (c) c r int riors made o  Polypropylen  combin d with natural fibers. 
A e ioned arl er, the rigin f th m eria was another issue bro ght into the discus ion.
How v r, it w h ligh d that the ec i n also d nds on t  v ilability of suitable m terial.
A  add t al sugges i was to c mmunicat  the type of feedstock. Specifically, a lab l suc  s
Vinc tte with a fix and a variable part was nsidered wh le the variable part could, fo  example
p vide infor a ion on th raw material
CO2 emissi s hould b  r  i  t e va ous l f  y le stages ncludi g product on,
tr n por , use and nd-of-lif . Reg rding th nd-of-life stage in general, automotive applications
r q r  spe i ic solution . R ycli g and cine ati n/e ergetic c mbustion are the key options.
R ga di g mat ri l , wh c ca o  be ecycled, it as highlighted th t energetic c mbustion must 
be p f r d i s ead of inc ner tion. Furthermore, it was pointed ou at not only recyclability is
important. The possibility t  se te the bio-based parts i of particular importance. Other
int rvi wee  highlighted he n ed for energy as an important issue at this stage. They conducted a 
comparison betw en the disposal of rbon fibers, whi h r quir s signifi tly more energy than th
disposal of bio-based fibers. 
Th nee  or th  toxicity crit rion s a specific o . Co posite materials, which cannot be 
recycl d, e  to be incine at d or used for energ tic combustion. For this rea on, toxicity is a
particula end- -l f  issue f  a  c mponent  of thes  pecific mate ls.  
Specific discussio s on the social criterion “fundamental principles and rights at work” led to 
the suggestion of an integration into the oth r s cial criterion “corporate social responsibility.” 
Life cycle values
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detailed explanations of the concept. In a further discussion on th  suitability of RED crit ria it was 
mentioned that the use of bio-based products could be monitored by the f llowing tw  spe ific 
principles: No conversion of l nd with previou ly high car on stock and no use of r w aterials 
obtained fr m la d with high biodiversity such as prim y f r sts or highl  b o iv rse gras lands.
These asp c s ight be i eresting issues th t would specify the criterion “sustainable biomass” 
appropriately.
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Note: Interviewees also made specific ad i al suggests f r criteria, in particular related to land use
and use of wat r. 1 Side doors with i terior c a d ng of c mp site materi ls us  n tura  fi r  such
as flax, hemp, linen, a d (a) bio-bas d r sin; (b) mirror cov rs a d tur  ignal covers made f bio-
based polyamides/PPT; and (c) c r i t rior  made of P lypropylen  combin d ith natural fib rs. 
As m ntioned earlier, the origin of the ma erial was nother iss e rought in o the iscussion. 
However, it was highlighted that th  se ectio  also depends on the vailabi ty of su t ble aterial. 
An additional suggesti n w s t  commu icat  the type feedstock. Sp cifi lly, a la l c as the
Vincotte with a fix an  a variable part was co idered while t e variable part could, for example, 
provide information on the raw aterial. 
CO2 emissions should be m asured in th  various lif  ycle sta es in luding productio , 
transport, use and end-of-life. Regarding the nd-of-life st ge in ge eral, aut motive applications 
require specific solutions. R ycling and incineration/energetic mb tion a e the k y options. 
Regarding aterials, which cannot be recycl d, it was hig l ghted that energetic c bustion must 
be preferred instead of incineration. Furthermore, it was pointe  out that not nly recyclability is 
important. Th  possibility to separate the bio-based parts is of particular importance. Other 
interviewees highlighte  the need for energy as an important issue at this stage. They conducted a 
comparison between the disposal of carbon fibers, which requires significantly more energy than the 
disposal of bio-based fibers. 
The need for the toxicity criterion is a specific one. Composite materials, which cannot be 
recycled, need to be incinerated or used for energetic combustion. For this reason, toxicity is a 
particular end-of-life issue for car components of these specific materials.  
Specific discussions on the social criterion “fundamental principles and rights at work” led to 
the suggestion of an integration into the other social criterion “corporate social responsibility.” 
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mentioned that the use of bio-based products could be monitored by th follo ing two spec fic 
principles: No conversion of land with previously high carbon stock and no use of raw mater al  
obtained from land with high biodiversity such as primary for sts o  highly bi div rse grasslands. 
These aspects might be interesting issues that would specify the criterion “sustainab e bioma s” 
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Note: Interviewees also made specific additional sugges s for crit ria, in p rticul r relat d to l d use
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as flax, hemp, linen, and (a) b o-based resin; (b) mir or covers and turn ignal cov s m de f bio-
based polyamides/PPT; and (c) c r i teriors made of Polypropyle e combined with nat ral fib rs. 
As mentioned earlier, the rigin of the material was another issue brought i to the di cu sion. 
However, it was highlighted that the selecti  also depends  the vailability of sui ble at al. 
An additional suggestion was to co mu icate t e type of feedst ck. Specific lly, a ab l such as he
Vincotte with a fix and a variable part wa  considered wh le t  variable part c ul , f r exa pl , 
provide inf rmatio  on the r w mat rial. 
CO2 emissions should be measured n the various life cycl t g  incl ding prod c ,
transport, use and end-of-life. Reg rd ng t e end- f-life stag  in g neral, au o otive application
require specific solutions. R cycling n inci eration/e erge ic combus ion ar th  key opt ons. 
Regarding materials, which ca not be recycled, it wa  highlighted ha  en rgetic c bus n st 
be preferred instead of incineration. Furt ermor , it was poi ted out that not only r c clabil ty s 
important. The possibility to separat  the bio-ba ed parts is of particula i o tance. Oth r
interviewees highlighted the need for energy as an important sue t this stage. They c nducted a 
comparison between t  disposal f carbon fibers, which requires significantly mor  en rgy than he 
disposal of bio-based fibers. 
The need for the toxicity criterion is a specific one. C mposite materia s, which cann t be 
recycled, need to be incinerated or used for e erg t combust . For this reason, t xicity is a
particular end-of-life issue for car compo e s of hese speci ic ma rial .  
Specific discussions on the social criterion “fundamental principles and rights at work” led to 
the suggestion of an integration into the other social criterion “corporate social responsibility.” 
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detailed explanations of the concep . In a further discussion on the suitability of RED crit ria it was 
mentioned that the us  of bio-bas d pr ducts could be monitored by the following tw  sp cific 
princ ples: No co ver io  f land with previously high carbon stock and no use of raw materials 
o tain d fr m la d wit  high b diversity s ch a primary for st  or highly biodiver e g assla ds. 
The e aspects ight b  int esting is es th  would specify the criterio “sustainabl  biomass” 
appropriately. 
Table 3. Relevance of select d ecolab l criteria for bio-based car components. 
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Biomass utilization effi iency  
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Lif  cycle v lues 
 
Fitness for use  Life cycle costs specifically  
Corporate social responsibility   
Leg nd 
 
relev t in > 50% of the nterviews 
 
r evant in 50% of th interviews 
 
not rele t n > 50% of the 
interviews 
 
lternatively a s gestion for a 
modification was made 
Not : Int rvi w es also mad  specific d i iona  suggests f r crit ria, in particula  r lated to land use 
a d use water. 1 Si oors with inte io  cla ng of composite ma eri l  u n  natu al fi rs uch 
as flax, hemp, lin , a d (a) bio-b s d resi ; (b) mirr r covers a d turn s gnal c vers made of bio-
based polyamid s/PPT; and (c) ar interiors made of Polypropyle  ombin d with atural fib rs. 
As mentione  earl er, he ori in of the aterial was another issue bro ght into the discussio .
However, it was h ligh d that t e s l ction also de e ds on t  availability of it ble ma erial.
A  d ti al sugg s i was to mmunicat  the type of feedstock. Specifically, a lab l suc  s
Vinc tte with a fix and  variable part was consid red while the variable part could, for example, 
provide informa ion on t e raw material
CO2 emissi ns hould b  m as r  i  th  va ous li e cycle stages i cl d g product on,
tr port, use and nd-of-life. Reg rding the end-of-life stage in ge eral, automotive pplications 
require spe ific solutions. Recycling and incineration/e ergetic combustio  are the k y options.
Regar ing mater ls, which ca t be ecycled, it s ighlighted that e ergeti  c mbusti n must 
be p efe red instead of incineration. Furthermore, it was pointed out that not only recyclability is 
important. The ossib lity to separ te the bio-based parts is of particular importance. Other 
int rviewees highlighted the need for energy as a  import nt issue at this stage. They conducted a 
c mpari on between th  disposal of carb  fibers, w ic  requires significantly more energy than the 
disposal of bio-based fibers. 
The need for the toxic y criterion is a spe ific ne. Composite materials, which cannot be 
recycled, need to be incinerated or used f r energetic combustion. For this reason, toxicity is a 
particular end-of-life issue for car components of these specific aterials.  
Specific discussions on th  social criterion “fundamental principles and rights at work” led to 
the suggestion of an integration into the other social criterion “corporate social responsibility.” 
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detailed explanation  of the con ept. In a further discus ion on t  suita ility of RED criteria it was 
m ntion d that the us  of bio-based pr ducts could be m itor d by the f llowing two specific 
principles: No conversion of land with previously high carbon stock and no use of raw materials
obtaine  fro  land with high biodiversity such as primary forests or highly biodiverse grasslands. 
These aspects might be interesting issues that would speci y the criterion “sustainable biomass”
appropri ely. 
Tabl  3. Relevance f s l ted ec lab l criteri  for bio-ba ed car comp nents. 
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Le end 
 
rel va t i > 50%  the interviews 
 
relev nt in 50% of the interviews 
 
t rel vant i  > 50% f the 
interview
 
altern ively, a suggestion fo  a 
modification was made 
Not : I terviewe s also made specific additi al suggests for criteria, in p rticular related to land use 
and use of water  1 Sid  do rs wit  interior cladding of composite materials using natural fibers such 
as flax, hemp, linen, nd (a) io-bas d resin; (b) mir or cove s and t rn signal covers made of bio-
ba ed poly m d s/PPT; and (c) c r interiors made of Polypropylene combined with natural fibers. 
A me tione  e lier, the origin f the aterial wa  anothe  issu  brou ht int  the di cussio . 
However, it wa  high ight d that the se ect  als  d pe ds  the av ila i ity of suitable material. 
An ad it o al sugg ti n was t  om nic te he ty e of feedstock. Sp cifically,  label such s the 
Vinc tte wit   fix a  vari le art was co sidered while h vari ble art could, for example, 
rov d  infor ati  on t e raw erial. 
CO2 missions hould be measured i  t e various life cycle stages including pro ction, 
t nspor , use a  end- f-life. Re din  the end-of-life st g  in ge eral, automotive pplications 
require sp cific s lution . Re ycling a d incinerati /e er tic combustion are t  key options. 
Regar in  materials, whic  cannot be cycl d, it as ighlight d that energetic combustion must 
be referred instead of incineration. Furthermore, it was pointed out that not only recyclability is 
i rtant. The possibility to sepa t  the bi -b sed parts is f particular importan e. O her
i terviewees hi hlight d the d f  energy as a  important is ue a  this stage. They c nducted  
comp rison bet een the disp s l of c rbo  fibers, which requires sig ificantly more energy han the
di po al f bio-based fib s. 
The need f  the toxicity crit ri n is a pecifi  one. Composite materials, which can ot be 
recycled, need to be inci erated or used f r energetic combustion. For this reason, toxicity is a 
particular end-of-life issue for car components of these specific materials.  
Specific discussions on the social criterion “fundamental principles and rights at w rk” led to 
the suggestion of an integrati n i to the ther social criterio  “corporate social responsibility.” 
Life cycle costs
specifically
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detailed explanations of the concept. In a further discussion on the suitability of RED criteria it was
mentioned that the use of bio-based products could be monitored by the following two specific 
principles: No conversion of land with previously high carbon stock and no use of raw materials 
obtained from land with high biodiversity such as primary forests or highly biodiverse grasslands. 
These aspects might be interesting issues that would specify the criterion “sustainable biomass” 
appropriately. 
Table 3. Relevance of selected ecolabel crit ria for b o-based car compone ts. 
Assessment Criteria 
Relevance for 
Ecolabels 1 Assessme t Criteria 
Relevanc  for 
Ecolabels  
Sustainable biomass/bio-based 
c ntent  
Fundamental principles and 
rights  work  
CO2 emissions  
 
Energy requirement during 
producti n  
Toxicity  
 
Bi mass tilization effic e cy  
End-of-l fe opti  
 
Life cycle values 
 
Fitness for use  Life cycle costs specifically  
Corporate social responsibility  
 
 
Legend 
 
relevant in > 50% of the interviews 
 
relevant in 50% of the intervie s 
 
not relevant in > 50% of the 
interviews 
 
alternativ ly,  suggestion f r a 
modification w s made 
Note: Interviewees also made specific additional suggests for criteria, in p rticular rela ed to l nd use 
and use of water. 1 Side doors with interior cladding of c posit  mat ri ls using natural fibers suc  
as flax, hemp, linen, and (a) bio-based resin; (b) mirror covers and turn signal cov rs made of bio-
based polyamides/PPT; and (c) car interiors made f Polypropylene comb n d ith natural fib rs. 
As mentione  earlier, the origin of the material was another issue brought into t e iscussi n. 
However, it was highlighted that the selection also depends on the vailabil y of suitable m t ial.
An additional suggestion was to communicate the type of feedst ck. Specifically, a abel such s the 
Vincotte with a fix and a variable part was considered wh le the variable part coul , for exa ple, 
provide informatio  on the raw material. 
CO2 emissions should be measured in the various life cycle st g  i cluding pr d ctio ,
tra sport, use and end-of-life. Regarding the end-of-life stag  in general, au omotive pplicati s 
equire specif c solu ions. Recycling and incinerati /en rget c combustion ar th k y opt ons. 
Reg rding materials, which can ot b recycled, it was highlighted th t e erg tic co bust n u t 
be preferred instead of incineration. Furth more, it was pointed out that not only r clabil y s
mport nt. The possibility to separate the bio-based parts is f ticul r im or ance. Other 
interviewees ighlighted the ne  for energy as an mportant issue at this stage. Th y c ducted a
comparison between the disposal of carbon fibers, which requires sig ificantly ore energy than th  
disposal of bio-based fibers. 
The need for the toxicity criterion is  specific one. Composi  m terials, which ca not b  
ecycled, need to be incinerated o  used for energet combustio . F r this rea n, t xicity is a 
particular end-of-life issue for car comp nents of these speci ic ma ri ls.  
Specific discussions on the social criterion “fundament l pr nci les and righ s a work” l d o 
the suggestion of an integration into the other social criterion “corp rate social responsibility.” 
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de ailed explanations of the concept. In a further discussion on the s itabil ty f RED criteri  it was
mentioned that the use of bio-based products could be monitored by the follo ing two sp c fic 
pri ciples: No convers n of land with previously high carbon stock nd no use of raw mater al  
obtained from land with high b odiversity such as primary fore ts o  highly biodiverse grasslands. 
These aspects might be interesting issues that would specify the cr terion “sustai ble bi mass” 
appropriately. 
Table 3. Relevanc  of s lected colabel crit ria for bio-based car comp n nts. 
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Relevance for 
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Legend 
 
relevant in > 50% f the interviews 
 
relevant in 50% of the intervie s 
 
not relevant in > 50% of the 
interviews 
 
altern ively, suggestion for a 
modificatio  was m de 
Not : Interviewees also made pecifi  add tio al suggests for crit ria, in p rticular related to nd use 
and use of water. 1 Side doors wi h i terior claddi g of c mp si  mat ri ls using n tural fiber  su h 
as flax, hemp, line , and (a) bio-based re in; (b) mirror covers an  turn signal cov rs made of bio-
based polyamides/PPT; and (c) car i teriors ade of Polypropylene combin d with n tural fib rs. 
As mentio ed earlier, the rigin of the mat rial was a other issue brought i to the di cu sion. 
However, it wa  highlighted that the selection also depends on the vailability of sui ble mat al. 
A  additi nal suggestion was to c u icate the type of feedst ck. Specific lly, a ab l such as he
Vincotte with  fix nd a variable part wa considered wh le the variable part c ul , for exa ple, 
provide inf rmation on the raw material. 
CO2 e is ions should b m asur d n the various life cycl t ge  ncl ding prod c ,
transport, use and end-of-life. R g rd ng the nd-of-life stag  in g neral, autom tiv  p licatio
require specific solutions. R cycli g an inc er tion/e erge ic combus i n ar th  key op . 
Regarding m rials, which cann t be recycled, it wa  h ghli hted ha  en getic c bus n m st 
be pref red instea  of incinera ion. Fur rmor , i was poi ted out that not only r c cl bi ty s 
important The possibility to separa the bio-ba ed parts i  f particula i o t ce. O h
interview es highlighted the need for ener y s an important ue t th s t ge. T ey c nducted a 
compari on betwee  the disposal of carbon fibers, wh ch requi s ignif cantly mor  en rgy t an h
disposal of b o-based fibers. 
The need f r the tox ity crit rion is a specific one. C mposi e materia s, whic  cann t e
e ycled, need t  be incinerat d or used f r e erg t ombus . For this eas n, t xicity is a
particular end-of-life i ue for car compo e s of hese speci c m rial .  
Specific discussions on the social criterion “fundamental princ ples and rights at ork” led to 
the suggestion of an integration nto the other social crite ion “cor o ate social r s nsibility.” 
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detailed xplanations of the concep . In a further discussion on t e su ab lity f RED criteri  it was 
mentioned that the use of bio-bas d pr ducts could be nitored by the follo ing two spec fic 
princ ples: No onversion f land with p eviously high carbon stock and o use of raw material  
obtained from land w h hig b odiversity such as pr mary forests  hig ly biodiverse grasslands. 
Thes  aspect  might be inte esting is es th t would specify he criterion “sustainable biomass” 
appropriately. 
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alterna v y, sugg stion for a 
modi tio  w s de 
N te: Int rviewees also m de pecific addit o a  suggests for it ia, in p rticula  related to l use 
and use  water. 1 S de doors with i eri  cladding of c mposit  mat ri l usi g natur l fibers su h 
as flax, hemp, linen, and a bio-based r sin; (b) mirr r covers and turn signal cov rs ma e of bio-
based polyamides/PPT; and (c) car i te i rs m d of Polypropylene combin d with natural fib s. 
As entioned earlier, the or gin f the ma erial was another i sue bro ght into the di ussion.
However, it as igh ight d that the selection also depen s on he vailability of suit ble mat ia . 
An dditional sugg stion was to o municate the type of feedst ck. Specific lly, a abel such as he 
Vincotte with a fix a d a variabl  part was consid red wh le the variable part coul , for exa ple, 
provide information on the raw materi l. 
CO2 mission  should be measured i  he variou  lif  cycl t g  i cl din  prod ctio ,
t a sp rt, use and end-of-life. Reg rding the end-of-life tag in g ner , a mo v applicatio s
require specifi  solutions. Re ycl ng d incinera io /e ergetic combustion are t key op ons. 
Regar ing mater als, whi h c nn t be ecycl d, it was highl h d h  en g tic co bus must 
be prefe r d in tead of inci e a ion. Furthermore, it w s inted out th t ot only rec clabi i y is 
important. The ossib lity to sep rat  the bio-based parts is f par cular importa ce. Ot
interv ew es highlight th  eed for energy as a impor nt u  t thi  tage. T ey conducted a 
c mpari on b tween th  d spo al f a b  fibers, w i h requi s ign f cantly m r  energy than he 
disp sal of bio-based fibers. 
The need for e t xic y rite ion is a s e ic n . Composite ma eri s, w ich c nnot 
cycled, n ed t  be inci ra d or used for e erget co ustion. For this re on, t x ity is 
partic lar end-of-life issue for c r com o ent  f these speci ic m r al . 
Specific d c ssions o  th  soci l cri erion “fundamental pri ciples and right t work” led to 
the suggestion of an integrati n int  th  ther ocial criterion “cor o te cial r sponsibili y.”
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de ailed explanation  of the con ept. In a further discus ion on su a ility of RED criteria it as
ntioned that the us  of bio-based pr ducts could be itored by the f llo ing t o specific 
principles: o conversion of land ith previously high carbon stock and no use of ra  aterials 
obtained f  lan  ith high biodiversity such as pri ary forests or hig ly biodiverse grasslands. 
These aspects ight be interesting issues that ould specify the criterion “s stainable bio ass” 
appropriately. 
Table 3. Relevan e of sele ted ecolab l criteri  for bi -based car components. 
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ot rel vant i  > 50% of the 
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alternatively, a suggestion for a 
modification was made 
Not : I terviewe s al o mad  specific addi al suggests f r criteria, n p rticular related to land use 
and use f water  1 Sid  do rs wit  interior cladding of composite materials using natural fibers such 
as flax, hemp, linen, nd (a) io-b s d resin; (b) mir or cove s and turn signal covers made of bio-
based poly mid s/PPT; and (c) c r interiors made of Polypropylene combined with natural fibers. 
As entioned e rlier, the origin of the aterial as another issue brought into the discussion. 
o ever, it as h ghlighted that the selection also depends  the availability of suitable aterial.
An additional s gg stion as t  com u icate he ty e of feedstock. Specifically, a label such s the
Vinc tte it   fix a  a v riable part as co sidered h le he vari ble art could, for ex ple,
provide infor at o  o  the r  rial. 
CO2 iss ons hould be measured  the various life cycle stages including production,
t nspo t, use and end-of-life. R g d ng he end-of-life st g  n general, au otive pplications
requ re sp cific s l ti n . Recycling a  inciner ti /ener tic co bustion are t  key options.
R garding at ri ls, hich cann t be cycl d, t as igh ight d th t energetic co bustion ust
be ref rred instead of incineratio . Furth r ore, it as p inted ut that not only recyclability is 
i por a t. The possib lity to sepa at  the bi -based parts is f particular i portan e. O her
intervie ees hi hl ghted the n d f energy as a  i portant is ue a  t s stage. They c nducted 
co p rison bet en the d sp s l of c rbon fibers, hich requires sig ificantly ore energy han the
di p al  bio-based fib s.
T e n ed f he toxicity cri ri n is a p cifi  o . Co posite aterial , hich cannot b  
r cycl d, ed to be incinerated or u ed for energetic co bustion. For th s reason, toxicity is a 
particular en -of-life issue for car co ponents of these specific ate i ls.  
Specific iscussions on the social c iterion “funda ental principles and rights at rk” led to 
th  suggestion f an integrati n in  the othe  cial criterion “corporate social resp nsibility.” 
Legend
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detailed xplanation  of the concept. In a further dis ussion  the suitability of RED criteria it was 
mentioned that the use of bio-based product  could b monitored by the following two specific 
principles: No conversion of land with previously high carbon sto k nd no use of raw materials 
ob ined f o land with high biodiversity su h a  prim ry f re or highly biodiv rse grasslands.
T ese aspects might be interesting issues that would specify the criterion “sustainab e biomass” 
appropriately. 
Table 3. Releva ce of selected ecolabel criteria for bio-based car components. 
Ass ssment Criteria 
Rel vance for 
Ecolab ls 1 As e sme t Criteria 
Relevance for 
Ecolabels  
Sustainable biomass/bio-based 
content  
Fundamental pri cipl s and 
ri hts at work  
CO2 emissi ns  
Energy req irem t during 
pr ction 
T xicity  
 
B omass util z ti  ffici ncy  
End-of-life ptio s 
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Fitness fo  use  Life cycle c sts sp ifically  
Corp rat  social re p sibility  
 
 
Lege d 
 
relevant in > 50% of t e interv ews 
 
r evant in 50% of he interviews 
ot rel vant in > 50% of the 
interview  
 
al ernativ l ,  suggesti for a 
modification was ade 
N e: Interviewees als  ade specific addi ional sugge ts f r criteria,  particular rel ted t  land use 
and us  of wat r. 1 Side do rs with int rior cladding of composite mat rials using atural fib r  such 
as flax, hemp, line , and (a) bio-bas d resin; (b) irror cov rs d tur  sig al c vers ad  of bio-
based polyamides/PPT; and (c) ca  int riors mad  of Polypropylen  combined wi h natural fibers. 
As mentioned arlier, the origi   t  aterial was another i ue b ought i to th  discus ion. 
H wever, t wa  h hlighted that the s lectio  lso d p nds on h  availabil ty of suita le material. 
An additional suggestion was to communicate the type of feedstock. Specifically, a label such as the 
Vincott  with a fix an  a variable part was considered hile the variable part could, for example, 
provide information on the raw material. 
CO2 emissions should be measured in the various life cycle stages including production, 
transport, use and end-of-life. Regarding the end-of-life stage in general, automotive applications 
require specific solutions. Recycling and incineration/energetic combustion are the key options. 
Regarding materi ls, which cannot e recycled, it was highlighte that energetic combusti n must 
be preferred instead of incineration. Furthermore, it was pointed out that not only recyclability is 
important. The possibility to ep ra e the bio-b sed parts is of particular importance. Other 
interviewees highlighted the need for energy as an important issue at this stage. They conducted a 
comparison between the disposal of carbon fibers, which requires significantly more energy than the 
disposal of bio-based fibers. 
The need for the toxicity criterion is a specific one. Composite materials, which cannot be 
recycled, need to be incinerated or used for energetic combustion. For this reason, toxicity is a 
particular end-of-life issue for car components of these specific materials.  
Specific discussions on the social criterion “fundamental principles and rights at work” led to 
the suggestion of an integration into the other social criterion “corporate social responsibility.” 
relevant in > 50% of the nt rvi ws
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detailed explanations of th  con e t. I a further discussi   the suitability f RED criteri  it was 
m ntioned that the use of bi -b ed pr ducts could b  monitore  by the foll ing tw  specific 
rincipl s: No conversion of land with pr viously high c b n stock a d n  use of r w m t i l  
obta ned from l nd with hi  bio ivers ty such  pri ary f ests or hi hly biod vers  grasslands. 
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lternativ ly, a sugge ti n for a 
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Note: Interviewees also made specific dditional suggests for criteria, in particular rela ed to la us  
and use of water. 1 Side d ors wit  interior claddi g of composite mate ials using natural fibers suc  
as flax, hemp, linen, and (a) bio-ba ed resin; ( ) mirror covers nd turn ig al c vers ade o  bi -
based po yamides/PPT; and (c) car interiors made of P lypropyl ne comb d w h natu al fibers.
As m ntioned earlier, the o i  of the m terial w s not er iss  brought int  the dis ussion. 
However, it was highlig ted that the selecti n lso epends  the availability of suit l  mat rial. 
An additional sug est on w s to communic e the type of feedstock. Specif cally, a label such as the 
Vinco te ith  f x and a vari ble pa t was considered w ile  ri bl  part could, for exa ple, 
provide inf rmat n on he raw mater al. 
CO2 emissions sh l  be m sur d in th  v ious lif  c cl  st g s i cluding pr ducti n, 
transport, us  and en -of-lif . Re rd ng the e d-of-lif  sta  i  gener , automotiv  pp ications 
require specific olutions. Recycling a d i cineration/ erg ic c b ti  ar  the key opt s. 
Re ard ng mater als, which c n ot be rec cled, it was ig lig ted that ener tic combu tio  must 
b  preferred inst ad of incinerati n. Furt rmor , it was poi d out at o  o y recycl bilit  is 
important. Th  poss bility to s par  t e io-b s d p rts is of p rti ul r imp r nce. Ot r 
interviewees ighlig t d th  eed for n gy as an i rtant issu  t t is stag . Th y conducted a 
comparison betw en t  disposal of carbo  fibers, which equires ignifican ly re n gy th n th  
disposal of bio-based fi rs. 
The eed for the toxicity crit rion  a pe ific on . C mposit  mat r als, wh h can ot b  
recycl , need t  be in i rated or us  for en rg tic combustion. For th s reaso , toxicity is a 
p rticular end- f-life i sue f r car compon s of th s  sp cific m t ri ls   
Specific iscus ions  the social cr te ion “fun me tal inciples a d ig s at ork” led to 
h  sugg sti n of an in egrati n into th  othe  ocia  c i erion “c rp r te social re sibility.” 
r evan i 50% of the interviews
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4. Discussion
4.1. Fulfilment of Our Research Goals and Summary of Findings
This article aimed to provide suggestions for ecolabels, standards and regulations to support
the market uptake of innovative bio-based cars and car components, currently under development
in the automotive industry. On this basis, sustainability assessment gaps for these specific product
groups were studied. A key finding is that existing ecolabels do not refer to bio-based car components
and that a need to address this gap exists. This article unveiled key criteria, which are not only
relevant for ecolabels but also for further standardization activities, although specific indicators and the
establishment of related thresholds will require further research. We identified 11 ecolabel criteria, 10 of
which are relevant for bio-based automotive components according to at least half of the interviewees.
They include: Sustainable biomass/bio-based content, CO2 emissions, toxicity, end-of-life options,
corporate social responsibility, fundamental principles and rights at work, energy requirement during
production, biomass utilization efficiency, life cycle values, and life cycle costs specifically. Only the
criterion “fitness for use” was deselected because this aspect is tested already in an early stage of the
production process.
Options for a potential expansion of the European Ecolabel were also discussed. Focusing on the
biomass specifically, an additional labelling gap regarding the assessment of bio-based cellulose fibers
was identified.
In addition, regulatory measures to better integrate new characteristics relevant for bio-based
products into existing regulations, covering their entire life cycle were proposed. Our interviewees
also highlighted that current European regulations are not specific enough for the emerging field
of bio-based car applications. Gaps refer, for example, to the development of the components, the
recyclability and the requirement to minimize the number of residues. In addition, the development
of exemplary LCAs and LCC for both bio-based and fossil-based products on a European level was
suggested to show the advantages of bio-based materials. In particular bio-based car components,
which facilitate a reduction of petrol consumption due to weight loss, are promising.
Last but not least, the development of a LCA standard for bio-based car components, specifically
addressing the use of energy and the end-of-life stage was suggested, with recyclability as the
key end-of-life aspect. The analysis also showed the importance to consider product-specific
characteristics in the sustainability assessment of bio-based products and highlighted the need to
customize sustainability assessment solutions for B2C and B2B markets, as well as public procurement.
In addition to its main focus on requirements to be considered by ecolabels, standards, and
regulations to support bio-based car components better in the future, this article addressed various
additional issues. In particular, it aimed to present specific needs of the automotive sector regarding
ecolabels for bio-based products. It also explained why it might be useful to exclude criteria such
as functionality and biomass utilization efficiency from sustainability assessment criteria sets in
this context.
4.2. Recommendations
This paper recommends adding the category “bio-based automotive applications” in the EU
Ecolabel, or at least to consider cellulose fiber materials in the labels on plastic. In this context,
one expert stated: An eco-labelling solution “would be a ‘super’ output of STAR-ProBio to provide
customers with transparent information.” More research and communication with stakeholders on
concreate ecolabelling measures are suggested to develop appropriate solutions.
Based on Section 3.2.3 and the desired guidance, in particular regarding the specification of
end-of-life measures, which may require a separate standard, industry-driven considerations on
standardization measures are suggested as well.
According to our discussions on regulatory measures, it should be specified, which bio-based
materials can be recycled together with fossil products and which mix of car components is possible
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to facilitate appropriate recycling. It is also important to address the need for guidance to separate
bio-based and non-bio-based parts appropriately in the end-of-life stage. An interesting observation in
our analysis was that our interviewees’ suggestions to address end of life issues included standardization
measures and regulatory measures as well, while the differences were sometimes marginal. On this
basis, more analyses are needed to use both instruments appropriately.
4.3. Outlook
This article aimed to provide suggestions for ecolabels, standards, and regulations to support the
market uptake of bio-based cars and car components and to provide deeper insight in the needs of the
bio-based economy based on three additional case studies.
The realization of a sustainable bio-based economy as a whole will rely on the commitment of
the stakeholders. An intrinsic motivation to promote sustainability and a fundamental change on
the demand side of the market is needed, as emphasized by our interviewees. The combination of
suitable sustainability requirements and a change in society’s mindset towards sustainability has the
potential to become a cornerstone to make the sustainable bio-based economy a reality. In addition, [22]
demonstrated how environmental regulation can lead to innovation. Considering the recommendations
of [23], in particular on pp. 110-114, it will be essential regarding the implementation of regulatory
measures. In addition to this, the benefits of formal standards, the New Approach and legislation,
which adopts standards were demonstrated while [13] explained how labels can support innovation.
Therefore, it is suggested to monitor the further development of the instruments suggested by this
article and in particular to analyze how they contribute to innovation in the bioeconomy. Based on the
findings of [16], it is recommended to analyze specifically, how regulations, in particular those relying
on standards and Europe’s “New Approach” can reduce uncertainty in transition markets.
Specific questions on the sustainability of selected bio-based automotive components, a possible
establishment of a circular economy, as well as appropriate regulatory framework conditions in this
context will be addressed in the above-mentioned project ConCirMy. Finally, it should be mentioned
that our study could only include a limited number of interviewees and representatives of the various
stakeholder groups in Europe. Therefore, more research is encouraged to deepen and extend the
findings of this research.
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Appendix A. Information on the Ecolabels Analyzed for This Study
Blauer Engel http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/blue-angel
Carbon Footprint of Products http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/carbon-footprint-of-products
Carbon Neutral Product Certification http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/carbon-neutral-products
Cradle to Cradle Certified (CM) Products http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/cradle-to-cradle-certification
Der Grüner Punkt http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/green-dot
DGNB http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/dgnb-certificate
earth advantage institute http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/earth-advantage
ECOCERT http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/ecocert
Effinature http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/effinature
EU Ecolabel http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/eu-ecolabel
FAIRTRADE http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/fairtrade
FSC
http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/forest-stewardship-council-fsc-chain-of-custody-
certification
GreenCircle Certified http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/greencircle
GreenPla http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/greenpla
Gütezeichen Kompost RAL http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/compost-label-ral
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IMO Certified http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/imo-certified
LEED http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/leed-green-building-rating-system
Level http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/level
National Green Pages™ Seal of Approval http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/national-green-pages-seal-of-approval
Natureplus http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/natureplus
Naturland http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/naturland-ev
Nordic Ecolabel http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/nordic-ecolabel-or-swan
NSF http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/NSFSustainabilityCertified
OK biobased http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/ok-biobased
OK Biodegradable WATER http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/ok-biodegradable-water
ÖkoControl http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/okocontrol
PAS 100 Certified http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/composting-association-certified
PEFC
http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/programme-for-the-endorsement-of-forest-
certification-schemes-pefc
RSB http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/roundtable-on-sustainable-biomaterials
RSPO http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/rspo-certified-sustainable-palm-oil
SCS certified Recycled Content http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/scs-recycled-content
Seedling http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/compostability-mark-european-bioplastics
SFC Member Seal http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/sustainable-furnishing
Smart Water-Mark http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/Smart-Water-Mark
SMaRT Consensus Sustainable
Product Standards
http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/smart-consensus-sustainable-product-standards
Terracycle http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/TerraCycle
UL Environment Multi-Attribute Certification http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/ul-sustainable-product-certification
UL Environmental Claim Validation http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/ul-environmental-claim-validation
UPS Eco Responsible Packaging Programm http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/ups-eco-responsible-packaging-program
USDA Certified Biobased http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/usdabiopreferred
VCS Verified Carbon Standard http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/verified-carbon-standard
VIBE http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/vibe
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